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Abstract
Recently, 2D hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP) have garnered lots of research interest for their applications in optoelectronic devices, especially in solar cells. The optoelectronic
properties of 2D HOIPs have yet to be optimized for these applications. High external pressure is
well known to induce structural modifications to 2D HOIPs, and thus modify their optoelectronic
properties. Herein, we report a study of the effects of high pressure (HP) on the structures and
optoelectronic properties of cyclohexane methylamine (CMA) lead iodide (CMA2 PbI4 ) and the
structures of N,N-dimethylphenylene-p-diammonium (DPDA) lead iodide (DPDAPbI4 ).

High pressure measurements of CMA2 PbI4 were performed using Raman spectroscopy, Fouriertransform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), photoluminescence (PL), and
UV-Vis absorption. Results from vibrational spectroscopy demonstrate pressure-enhanced hydrogen bonding between the NH3+ group within the CMA and the I − ions in the inorganic octahedra.
Synchrotron XRD measurements provided critical information upon the structural modifications,
such as a negative linear compressibility in a HP phase. High pressure PL measurements showed
a redshift of the emission profile and a phase transition-induced peak splitting. UV-Vis absorption
measurements showed a pressure-induced bandgap reduction upon compression. All measurements displayed reversible modifications of the structure and optoelectronic properties. Similarly,
HP measurements of DPDAPbI4 were carried out by Raman spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy, and
XRD. Vibrational spectroscopy measurements showed H ··· I bonding on both ligands as well as on
the ring and a phase transition near 2 GPa. In-situ synchrotron XRD measurements provided further critical insights upon the pressure-induced structural modifications of DPDAPbI4 . DPDAPbI4
was found to be surprisingly soft as its bulk modulus is among the softest 2D lead-iodide HOIPs.
Structural modifications were found to be reversible upon decompression to atmospheric pressure.
Overall, our findings reveal important structural information involving the spacer softness of these
two different 2D HOIPs, which substantially enhance our understanding of the structure-property
relationship, which is critical for applications of 2D HOIPs in optoelectronic devices.
i

Keywords: 2D perovskites, high pressure, diamond anvil cell, lead-iodide perovskites, phase
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Summary for Lay Audience

Two-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP) are made by layers of semiconducting inorganic octahedra separated by insulating organic spacers. These materials have garnered lots
of attention in recent times due to their favorable properties for electronic devices, especially solar
cells, for which the perovskite solar cell’s efficiency has grown tremendously in the last couple
decades. However, their properties are not yet fully optimized for such applications. As a result,
modification of the properties of these materials is extremely important to reach maximal efficiency in electronic devices. In particular, the bandgap of 2D HOIPs needs to be reduced to the
Shockley-Queisser limit for maximal efficiency in solar cells.

Herein, we report the investigation of the effects of high pressure (HP) on two 2D HOIPs, CMA2 PbI4
and DPDAPbI4 , through the use of vibrational spectroscopy (Raman and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy), X-ray diffraction (XRD), UV-Vis absorption, and photoluminescence
(PL). Vibrational spectroscopy gave access to information about the chemical bonding, distortion,
and deformation as responses to external compression. Strucutral modifications and phase transitions were identified through vibrational spectroscopy and XRD. UV-Vis absorption was used to
determine the pressure-induced modification of the bandgaps and PL was used to measure photoluminescence emission, which is useful for applications such as light emitting diodes. These
findings allow us to better predict the behavior of other 2D HOIPs with ring spacers at HP and to
better understand what changes to 2D HOIPs are necessary to obtain the desired properties.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Perovskites for Energy Devices

It is well known that greenhouse gases released by the use of fossil fuels is a major contributor
to climate change. Reducing, or ideally completely removing, the use of fossil fuels is at the
forefront of solutions to decelerate, and eventually revert, climate change. There are multiple other
sources of energy that can be used in combination to eliminate the use of fossil fuels, which include
solar, hydro, and nuclear [1–3]. Solar energy is converted to electricity in solar cells by using the
photovoltaic effect. Current solar cells can still be upgraded upon as their efficiencies are still
suboptimal and the production and disposal of silicon solar cells, the most prevalent solar cell,
have negative impacts on the environment [4, 5]. More specifically, the fabrication of Si solar cells
emit diborane, phosphine, silica dust, silanes, and other solvents, which are toxic materials. The
recycling of Si solar cells is inefficient, which can emit toxic materials. Non-recycled solar cells
are either completely incinerated, which evidently emits toxic materials, or partly incinerated. In
the latter case, the organic plastics are incinerated and the inorganic parts are thrown away [4].

It is well known that the probability of absorption of a photon depends on the semiconductor’s
bandgap and the photon energy. Given that the incident spectrum at the surface of the Earth is
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not easily modified without significant losses, the optimal bandgap leading to maximal singlejunction solar cell efficiency is well known to be the Shockley-Queisser limit [5–10]. This limit
was first calculated by William Shockley and Hans Queisser in 1961 using the blackbody radiation
of the Sun, assuming the temperature of the Sun to be 6000 K and the solar cell temperature to
be 300 K. Their calculations showed a maximal efficiency of 30% at a bandgap of 1.1 eV [7].
Refinements on this calculation show the efficiency limit to be roughly 33.7% at a bandgap of 1.34
eV [5, 6]. Given that this limit is only for single-junction solar cells, improvements can be made
to increase the maximum efficiency. It has been shown that one can increase the efficiency limit
in multiple ways such as using multiple junctions or using nanowire solar cells, but these require
additional materials and preparation [8, 10]. The Shockley-Queisser limit and recent increase in
efficiency of solar cells with different materials are shown in Figure 1.1. It is evident that in order to
achieve the highest possible efficiency, the bandgap needs to be optimized. It can also be seen that
perovskite solar cells have shown the best progression among the most efficient solar cells, having
their efficiency increased from 2.19% in 2006 to 25.6% in 2021, approaching the highest recorded
efficiency of 29.17% (Figure 1.1B) for perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells [5, 11–15]. This fast
increase in efficiency, their low cost, and their ease of modification of properties are the reasons
why perovskites have promoted enormous research interest as semiconductor materials [16].
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Figure 1.1: Advancements in efficiency of solar cells. Left) Shockley-Queisser limit is shown with a black
line. The solid circles show the record efficiency in July 2020 and the open circles show the record efficieny
in April 2016 [5]. Right) Advancements in perovskite solar cells from 2009 to 2021 [12].

Although solar cells have been the major area of research for perovksites, their multitude of interesting properties such as high carrier mobilities and large third order electric susceptibility (χ(3) ),
their low cost, ease of fabrication, and easy modification of electronic and optoelectronic properties, make perovskites a class of materials with high interest in many other applications such
as light emitting diodes, transistors, lasers, and photodetectors [11, 16–18]. Perovskites were first
used in light emitting diodes in 1994 by Era et al. at liquid nitrogen temperatures, but advancements
since then allow for room temperature light emitting diodes [18, 19]. The typical perovskite-based
light emitting diode consists of a perovskite between a p-type hole transport layer and an n-type
electron transport layer creating a double-heterojunction structure, which is shown in Figure 1.2.
When subjected to a forward bias, holes are transferred from the hole transport layer to the perovskite and electrons are transferred from the electron transport layer to the perovskite, where the
holes and electrons combine and emit a photon. Given that the electroluminescence process is a
recombination of holes and electrons, the emission wavelength depends on the exciton energy in
the perovskite and the efficiency depends on the exciton binding energy, where a higher binding
energy gives rise to more electorn-hole recombination [18, 20]. The advancements in perovskite
3

light emitting diodes are also encouraging as in the last few years their external quantum efficiency
have increased from below 1% to over 20% [11].

Figure 1.2: Typical perovskite light emitting diode made of a perovskite sandwiched between an electron
transport layer (ETL) and hole transport layer (HTL). Forward bias leads to electron migration from the
electron transport layer to the perovskite and hole migration from the hole transport layer to the perovskite.
Electron-hole recombination occurs in the perovskite emitting a photon with energy characteristic of the
perovskite [18].

1.2

Structures of Perovskites

The first perovskite was discovered in 1839 by Prussian mineralogist Gustav Rose in a piece of
rock. The compound with composition of CaT iO3 was named perovskite after mineralogist Lev
Perovskiy [13, 21–23]. Other compounds with the same structure were later found, after which
the term perovskite was changed to contain compounds of the form ABX3 where A is a cation,
B is a divalent cation, and X is an anion. The 3 possible crystal structures of perovskites are
shown in Figure 1.3. The orthorhombic structure of CaT iO3 was first confirmed in 1912 and the
tetragonal structure of BaT iO3 in 1945. In 1949, Bengt Aurivillius discovered layered perovskites
for the first time with Ca2 Nb2 Bi2 O9 . This was the first glimpse in perovskites that aren’t of the
ABX3 form. This phase is known as the Aurivillius phase and follows the chemical structure of
4

(Bi2 O2 )(An−1 Bn O3n+1 ) [13, 16]. In 1958, Ruddlesden and Popper synthesized layered perovskites
for the first time [13, 23].

Figure 1.3: Possible 3D perovskite crystal structures. The red balls are the A sites, the blue balls are the B
sites, and the green balls are the X sites [21].

1.3

Three-Dimensional Perovskites

Basic three-dimensional perovskites follow an ABX3 chemical structure, whereas more complex
systems are derived from this structure, such as double perovskites, which consist of doubling the
chemical formula and replacing one B with B’, resulting in a chemical structure of A2 BB0 X6 [24].
Usually, the X anion is a halide or an oxygen, the B divalent cation is a metal, and the A cation can
be a single atom or a small molecule, typically organic, such as methylammonium (MA) [21]. The
choice of atoms and molecules to be placed in each site must respect the Goldschmidt tolerance
factor, shown in equation 1.1, where RA is the radius of the A cation, RB is the radius of the B
cation, and RX is the radius of the X anion [21, 23]. The radii must also follow the limitations on the
octahedral factor as shown in equation 1.2 and Table 1.1, where µ is the octahedral factor. Atomic
combinations which do not respect the acceptable ranges for both the Goldschmidt tolerance factor
and the octahedral factor are too unstable to form a compound with a perovskite composition and
structure [21]. The acceptable ranges for the Goldschmidt tolerance factor and octahedral factor,
along with their resuliting structures, are shown in Table 1.1.
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RA + RX
τ= √
2(RB + RX )
µ=

(1.1)

RB
RX

(1.2)

Table 1.1: Factors for 3D perovskites stability, their acceptable ranges, and their resulting structure [21].

Factors
Goldschmidt tolerance factor
Octahedral factor

Range
0.7-1.11
0.7-0.8
0.8-1
1-1.11
0.44-0.90

Resulting Structure
Perovskite crystal
Orthorhombic structure
Cubic structure
Hexagonal structure
Ideal crystal structure

Although 3D perovskites have many interesting properties, there are issues regarding their stability, toxicity, and limited accesssible chemical compositions [11, 16, 21]. The X sites are usually a
halide or an oxygen. The most interesting perovskites are halide perovskites, for which the composition is typically made of a combination of the following: A = Cs+ , CH3 NH3+ or [HC(NH2 )2 ]+ ,
B = Pb2+ , Ge2+ or S n2+ , and X = Cl− , Br− or I − . Lead-based perovskites usually have the most optimized properties for applications, but the presence of lead is unwanted due to its toxicity [23]. 3D
halide perovskites are also limitied by their A site cations as there are only 3 cations that can maintain a 3D corner-sharing octahedral network, Cs+ , CH3 NH3+ , and [HC(NH2 )2 ]+ . Corner-sharing
connections lead to lower bandgaps, which tends to have better applicability in optoelectronic devices [16]. Perovskites also have stability issues, especially when exposed to humidity, light, and
temperature. For 3D hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP) with an organic A cation and inorganic B and X atoms, stability issues are even worse as the organic A cations are hygroscopic and
volatile. All-inorganic perovskites with cesium replacing the organic molecules as the A cations
are more stable but still have stability issues [21]. All of these stability issues are lessened with
lower dimensional perovskites.
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1.4

Two-Dimensional Perovskites

Two-dimensional perovskites consist of layers of octahedra in the perovskite structure separated
by spacers. The chemical formula for typical 2D perovskites is (A0 )m (A)n−1 Bn X3n+1 , where A’ is
the spacer, m is 1 if the spacer is divalent or 2 if the spacer is monovalent, and A, B, and X are the
same as in the 3D perovskite. For 2D HOIPs, both the A’ spacer and the A cation are organic, and
B and X are again inorganic [16]. The number of octahedra per layer (n) can take any integer value
of 1 or larger, with the limit of n = ∞ being the 3D perovskite. A visualization of 2D HOIP with
corner-sharing geometry is shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: 2D organic-inorganic metal-halide perovskite visualtization [16].

Two-dimensional HOIPs consist of semiconducting inorganic octahedra separated by large insulating organic spacers. This creates a periodic 2D quantum well, or a 2D mutliple quantum well, as
shown in Figure 1.5. This arrangement is similar to those of the heterostructures constructed with
III-V semiconductor films, which have already been shown to possess properties of great interest
for various applications such as light emitting diodes and transistors. In addition, the layering of
semiconducting material and insulating material confines the charge carriers in 2 dimensions and
creates large exciton binding energies, allowing for stable excitons at room temperature [16, 25,
26].
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Figure 1.5: 2D multiple quantum well in an organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite [16].

It is well known that the bandgap of a semiconductor depends on the orbital overlap of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The
orbital overlap of the HOMO and LUMO can be calculated by the overlap integral, shown in
equation 1.3, where j and k are orbitals and γ j,k is the orbital overlap between the j and k orbitals
[27]. The octahedral connectivity mode has a strong impact on the orbital overlap of the LUMO
and HOMO. There are 3 experimentally observed modes: corner-sharing, edge-sharing, and facesharing. These modes can be seen in Figure 1.6. Most perovskites have a corner-sharing mode.
However, some perovskites’ cations cause too much stress on the octahedra, thus only allowing
edge-sharing and face-sharing modes. These 2 modes are almost never exclusive given their poor
area filling abilities, and thus a combination of corner-sharing and edge- or face-sharing would
occur. The geometry of these modes leads to the bandgap of the corner-sharing mode to be the
lowest and the bandgap of the face-sharing mode to be the largest. This is due to the stronger σ
bonding in the corner-sharing mode and weaker σ bonding in the face-sharing mode. The stronger
bonding pushes unbound electrons to the top of the valence band, whereas a weaker bond stabilizes
the unbound electron deeper in the valence band and increases the conduction band energy, thus
increasing the bandgap [16].
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γ j,k =

Z

ψ∗j ψk d3 r

(1.3)

Figure 1.6: Octahedral connectivity modes. The top parts show the connections at an angle while the bottom
parts show the connectivity of the octahedra from the top. A) corner-sharing mode, b) edge-sharing mode,
and c) face sharing mode. The sharing mode is determined by what is shared between neighboring octahedra.
Corner-sharing share a vertex, edge-sharing share an edge, and face-sharing share a face [16].

The presence of the bandgap implies the possibility of having excitons. For 2D HOIPs, the quantum confinement from the 2D quantum well, shown in Figure 1.5, as well as the dielectric confinement coming from the large difference in dielectric functions between the inorganic lattice and
the organic spacers, increases the electron-hole correlation such that the exciton binding energy is
significantly increased relative to 3D perovskites [28]. For Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) perovskites,
2D HOIPs with monovalent spacers such that there are 2 organic spacer molecules, it is possible that the inorganic lattices are separated by so much space (up to twice as much as the cation
molecule’s length) that there is no perovskite-perovskite interaction, making the inorganic layers
isolated from the other layers. In this case, the excitonic emission is only a result of the spatial
electric confinement. Dion-Jacobson (DJ) perovskites are 2D HOIPs with divalent spacers such
that the layers of inorganic octahedra are separated by only one spacer. As a result, the inorganic
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lattice layers are separated by much less space than RP perovskites (about 1.5 times the organic
spacer molecule’s length), thus giving a weak perovskite-perovskite interaction, causing a redshift
in the exciton energy [16]. The 2D multiple quantum well and the dielectric confinement of 2D
HOIPs makes the exciton binding energy much larger than their 3D analog. For example, the 3D
perovskite MAPbI3 (CH3 NH3 PbI3 ) has a binding energy of about 10 meV, whereas its 2D counterparts have binding energies in the hundreds of meV. Given that for room temperature kB T ≈ 30
meV, it is worth noting that some 3D perovskites have binding energies under kB T , thus making
their excitons unstable, whereas the much higher binding energy in 2D HOIPs makes the excitons
stable [16, 28, 29].

The impact of quantum confinement on the binding energies occuring from different dimensionalities of the HOIP can be found with equation 1.4, where Eb,n is the lower dimension binding energy,
d is the dimensionality, and Eb is the binding energy for the 3D HOIP [30]. The binding energies of
the lower dimension perovskites are usually larger than the binding energies calculated by equation
1.4 due to dielectric confinement. Given that the dielectric constant is lower in the organic spacer
than in the inorganic lattice, the electrostatic interactions in the inorganic lattice are stronger as the
electric field lines that pass through the organic spacer are stronger than they would be in the 3D
perovskite. A larger difference between the dielectric constants results in a larger binding energy
and a larger bandgap due to having a larger change in electric screening [30]. Evidently, the binding energy changes with different spacers as the dielectric constant of the spacer changes as well
as with different n values as the proportion of the electric field lines that pass through the organic
spacer is reduced with higher n values.

Eb,n

2
=
d−1

!2
Eb

(1.4)

The bandgap of 2D HOIPs follows a very similar behavior as that of excitons given that the en10

ergy of excitons is highly reliant on the band energies of the semiconductor. This means that both
quantum and dielectric confinement play a large role in determining the bandgap. As a result, the
dimensionality of the perovskite also has an impact on the bandgap. A lower n value results in
a higher bandgap. For example, (BA)2 (MA)n−1 Pbn I3n+1 has a bandgap of 1.6 eV for n = ∞ and
a bandgap of 2.35 eV for n = 1 [16]. The composition of the organic spacer also plays a role
in deterimning the bandgap as the length of the organic cation determines the interlayer spacing
and its dielectric function determines the strength of the dielectric confinement. An increase in
spacer cation length leads to a larger bandgap due to the increased interlayer spacing. For example, [(HO)(CH2 )2 NH3 ]2 PbI4 (ET A2 PbI4 ) has a bandgap of 2.24 eV, 0.11 eV smaller than that of
BA2 PbI4 [16]. This is also seen through the difference of bandgaps between DJ and RP perovskites,
where the bandgaps of DJ perovskites are much lower than the bandgaps of RP perovskites. In addition, DJ perovskites tend to have larger bond angles, resulting in less octahedral distortion, which
also narrows the bandgap. The inorganic lattice composition also plays a large role in determining
the bandgap due to a change in electronic levels of the atoms and bonds in the inorganic lattice.
An increase in bandgap can be seen if iodine is substituted by bromine. For example, BA2 PbI4 has
a bandgap of 2.35 eV compared to nearly 3 eV for BA2 PbBr4 [16, 17, 30–33].

1.5

2D Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Lead-Iodide Perovskites Under High External Pressure

Modification of properties of 2D HOIPs is of high importance to optimize perovskite solar cells
towards the Shockley-Queisser limit. In addition, perovskite-based light emitting diodes can be
improved upon by increasing emission intensity and having tunable wavelengths. Tuning of optoelectronic properties can be done by subjecting these materials to high external pressure as a clean
and cheap method. The application of high pressure (HP) forces the material into a smaller volume,
thus changing the interatomic and intermolecular interactions, which results in structural modifications as well as modifications of optoelectronic properties. A list of HP studies of PbI4 -based 2D
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HOIPs is shown in Table 1.2. The prevailing experimental methods used to characterize these 2D
HOIPs at HP were x-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), photoluminescence (PL), time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), UV-Vis absorption, impedance
measurement, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Note that both electron microscopy measurements were only performed before and after compression at atmospheric pressure.

Two-dimensional HOIPs are made of hard inorganic layers separated by soft organic molecular
spacers. This makes the material a complex composition of 2 independent parts that interact with
each other through hydrogen bonding. The inorganic lattice doesn’t compress as much as the
organic molecules, thus making the organic molecule’s pressure response very important. As a
result, changing the organic cations can result in a significant difference in the pressure response
of the material, as seen in the bandgap changes shown in Table 1.2. The interaction between
the organic and inorganic parts occurs through hydrogen bonding between the closest hydrogen
and iodine atoms. This bonding is easily made as the inorganic lattice is composed of [PbI6 ]4−
anions and the organic cations are typically either (RNH3 )+2 for RP perovskites or (RNH3 )2+ for DJ
perovskites, with the NH3+ groups positively charged and the I − ions negatively charged.
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Table 1.2: List of HP studies on PbI4 2D HOIPs and their largest pressure-induced bandgap reduction.

Spacers

Gua2

Bandgap at
atmospheric and
smallest bandgap
(eV)
2.55-2.32

Smallest
bandgap
pressure
(GPa)
5.5

Maximum
pressure
reached in study
(GPa)
13.8

PDMA

N/A

N/A

0.35

(BzA)2

N/A

N/A

0.35

(PMA)2

2.19-1.26

20.1

27.2

3AMP

2.1-1.5

28

134

(ET A)2

2.24-1.85

8

20.2

(BA)2

2.28-0.95

35

39.7

(BA)2

1.97-1.7a

5.3

10

(C4 H9 NH3 )2

N/A

N/A

30

(C8 H17 NH3 )2

N/A

N/A

40

(C12 H25 NH3 )2

N/A

N/A

40

(PEA)2

N/A

N/A

19.9

(PEA)2

2.25-1.85

5.8
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Experimental
Methods

Reference

Pl, UV-Vis,
Raman
XRD, PL,
UV-Vis
XRD, PL,
UV-Vis
XRD, FTIR,
UV-Vis
XRD, FTIR,
PL, UV-Vis
XRD, PL,
UV-Vis
XRD, PL,
TRPL,
UV-Vis,
impedance
XRD, PL,
TRPL,
Raman,
UV-Vis
XRD, PL,
SEM, TEM
XRD, PL,
SEM, TEM
XRD, PL,
SEM, TEM
XRD, PL,
TRPL, Raman
XRD, PL,
TRPL,
UV-Vis
XRD, UV-Vis
PL, UV-Vis

[34]
[35]
[35]
[9]
[36]
[17]
[37]

[38]

[39]
[39]
[39]
[40]
[41]

(BA)2
2.29-1.78
6.7
28.2
[42]
b
(C8 H17 NH3 )2
2.25 -2.05
24.8
24.8
[43]
a
Bandgap calculated from experimental bond angles and lengths.
b
Value has high uncertainty due to having no bandgap plot, bandgap value or Tauc plot given, only
absorption spectra.
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In addition, external pressure tends to push atoms in solids closer to each other and, in this case,
the interatomic distance between the hydrogens and the iodine decreases, making the hydrogen
bonding stronger at HP [9]. This interaction pulls on the iodine in the octahedral network and
deforms the lattice by changing bond lengths and angles, which in turn changes the optoelectronic
properties of the perovskite. This is shown in Figure 1.7, where a shortening of bond length occurs,
as well as a narrowing of bond angle upon compression. The shortening of bond lengths increases
orbital overlap, which narrows the bandgap, but a narrowing of the bond angles reduces the orbital
overlap, which causes a widening of the bandgap. The resulting pressure response of the bandgap
comes from the combination of both of these modifications, but a narrowing of the bandgap is the
typical response for most of the pressure range measured although some widening can be seen in
smaller pressure regions.

Figure 1.7: Pressure response of Pb-I-Pb bond angles and Pb-I bond lengths [16].

The fundamental electronic transition in n = 1 lead-iodide perovskites is well known to be similar
to that of PbI2 . The valence band maximum (VBM) is thus given by strong hybridization of the
Pb 6s orbital with the I 5p orbital due the antibonding interactions between the two orbitals. The
conduction band minimum (CBM) is mostly dominated by the Pb 6p orbital [9, 44]. It is believed
that the change in bandgap mostly comes from the VBM as the Pb 6p is less responsive to external
pressure [9, 11, 16]. The Pb 6s and I 5p orbitals are shown in Figure 1.7.
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Upon compression, these materials all suffer from large structural deformation and distortion,
which usually leads to phase transitions at HP and eventually amorphization at higher pressures.
The amorphization is due to the spatial needs of the organic spacer not being accomodated by the
inorganic lattice. Phase transitions and amorphization in these materials are usually reversible.
However, incomplete recrystallization typically occurs, especially if the material is subjected to
pressures well beyond the pressure at which the material begins amorphization [9, 11, 16].

1.6

Thesis Objectives and Outline

The focus of this thesis is to communicate the findings of the pressure-induced changes in the
structures and physical properties of CMA2 PbI4 and DPDAPbI4 . 2D HOIPs were chosen for this
project as they have increased complexity and more diverse spacer options than 3D perovskites and
all-inorganic 2D pervoskites. As a result, 2D HOIPs have more diverse structures, more diverse
properties, and more potential for fine-tuning of properties [11, 16, 45]. CMA2 PbI4 was chosen
due to the high softness of the cyclohexane rings in the spacers, which may give valuable insight on
the effect of the softness of the ring spacer at HP. DPDAPbI4 was chosen due to the large rigidity
of the spacer being at the limit of acceptable rigidity in 2D perovskites, which may suggest an
extremum in HP behavior of 2D HOIPs [46].

CMA2 PbI4 and DPDAPbI4 have not yet been studied at HP, and thus it is the first time we probe
the HP behaviors of these 2D HOIPs with comprehensive experimental and computational approaches. The main objective is to permanently change the materials’ bandgaps towards the
Shockley-Queisser limit through pressure treatment. In addition, these materials may also be used
in other applications such as light emitting diodes given their photoluminescence, for which an
increase in intensity and tunability is desired. The absence of permanent or metastable changes
provides valuable insight into the tunability of similar 2D HOIPs at HP. Such insight can allow us
to predict how similar 2D HOIPs will behave at HP, as well as give a better idea of what changes
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are necessary to obtain the desired properties. The analysis used in this thesis builds upon the
analysis of similar materials at HP, especially the HP study on PMA2 PbI4 by Tian et al. for the
analysis of CMA2 PbI4 [9]. The structural modifications of the materials were characterized using
vibrational spectroscopy, more specifically Raman spectroscopy and FTIR, as well as XRD. The
bandgap was obtained through UV-Vis absorption and the excitonic behavior was measured with
PL measurements.

The thesis consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 2 will cover the theoretical background required for the
project, as well as the experimental techniques used. Chapter 3 will communicate the experimental
results of CMA2 PbI4 . Chapter 4 will present the experimental results of DPDAPbI4 . Chapter 5
will cover the the overall conclusions of the project and the future work stemming from the results
of this project.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Experimental Techniques
2.1
2.1.1

High Pressure Science
Thermodynamics

Pressure is usually described with either equation 2.1 or equation 2.2, where F⊥ is the force applied
normal to the surface, A is the area on which the force is applied, and F is the Helmholtz free
energy. The statistical mechanics definition of pressure (equation 2.2) states that pressure is simply
the rate of change in Helmholtz free energy density in space during an isothermal compression for
which the number of particles is constant [1].
P=

F⊥
A

∂F
P=−
∂V

(2.1)

!
(2.2)
T,N

Under different pressure and temperature conditions, a material has many different phases. The
most stable phase is determined by the minimum of the Gibbs free energy for a given pressure and
temperature. A phase can be metastable if its Gibbs free energy is at a local minimum. Metastable
phases are not fully stable but behave as a stable phase which slowly transitions to a more stable
phase. An example of this is diamond, at standard conditions its Gibbs free energy is 2900 J higher
than that of graphite, but its half life is long enough that its decay is unnoticeable [1, 2].
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The phase boundary between two phases is the pressure-temperature conditions for which the
Gibbs free energy is the same for both phases. A phase transition is of the first order when the
first derivative of free energy with respect to any thermodynamic variable is discontinuous, such as
volume as shown in equation 2.3. These transitions have an energy barrier at the phase boundary
which is commonly called latent heat. An example of a first order phase transition is heating liquid
water to vapor as the volume has a sudden increase during the phase transition. Second order
phase transitions are phase transitions for which the first order derivative is continuous but the
second order is discontinuous. Higher order phase transitions are commonly called second order
phase transitions as they have no energy barrier at the phase boundary [1].
∂G
V=
∂P

!
(2.3)
T

An importatnt thermodynamic property of materials is the bulk modulus, a measure of incompressibility of a material, as shown in equation 2.4. For isothermal compression, it is also beneficial to
calculate the derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure, as seen in equation 2.5 [1, 3].
∂P
B0 = −V
∂V
∂B0
B0 =
∂P
0

!
(2.4)
P=0

!
(2.5)
P=0

An equation relating pressure, volume, and temperature is referred to as an equation of state (EOS).
The EOS for gases is well known. The ideal gas law is taught as an approximation at an early
stage and the Van der Waals model for a real gas is also taught to upper year physics students.
These EOSs can’t be used for solids, ergo a different equation of state must be established. For
isothermal compressions, only pressure and volume are of interest given that temperature is kept
constant. There are multiple EOSs that give slightly different relationships between pressure and
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volume with the most used EOS being the Birch-Murnaghan EOS [3, 4]. The third-order BirchMurnaghan EOS is shown in equation 2.6, where V0 is the volume at 0 GPa [5]. The second order
Birch-Murnaghan EOS is the same as the third-order but simply letting B0 = 4 such that the second
0

rectangular bracket in equation 2.6 is equal to one. The second order Birch-Murnaghan EOS tends
to give worse fits given its lower degrees of freedom but this is also an advantage when few data
points are available.

" 7/3  5/3 # "
!#
 V 2/3
V0
V0
3 0
3
0
−
1 + (B0 − 4)
−1
P = B0
2
V
V
4
V

2.1.2

(2.6)

Crystallography

A crystal’s lattice is described by six parameters: three for the lengths of the dimensions made by
the edges of the lattice (a, b, and c) and three for the angles made by the edges of the lattice at the
vertex (α, β, and γ). Both samples presented in this work have monoclinic structures which means
that their lattice parameters are a , b , c and α = γ = 90◦ , β. The monoclinic crystal structure
can be primitive (P) or base-centered (S), but only primitive structures were observed during this
project. The spacing between planes in the crystal is called d-spacing which is also commonly
written as dhkl . The equation for the d-spacing in monoclinic structures is given by equation 2.7
[6–8].
1
h2 k2 sin2 β l2 2hlcosβ
1
=
+
+ 2−
2
sin2 β a2
b2
c
ac
dhkl

!
(2.7)

Since pressure decreases the volume of crystals, as seen in the Birch-Murnaghan EOS, the dspacing of a given plane will almost always decrease during compression. It is possible that a given
plane’s d-spacing increases during compression if the material has a negative linear compressibility
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and the plane is aligned with that direction, but the volume of the lattice must decrease. Negative
linear compressibility is highly uncommon. As a result, increasing d-spacings during compression
are fairly rare. High pressure (HP) measurements are done at various pressures for which knowing
the d-spacings allows the calculation of the unit cell’s volume which can be used to calculate the
bulk modulus using the Birch-Murnaghan EOS.

2.1.3

Phonons

There are 4 different types of phonons in crystals: transverse optical, longitudinal optical, longitudinal acoustic, and transverse acoustic. The acousitc modes are long wavelength vibrations in
which the neighboring atoms are nearly in phase, whereas the optical modes are short wavelength
vibrations in which the neighboring atoms’ oscillations are nearly in anti-phase. The number of
each type of phonon can be found with only the number of atoms in the basis and number of bases
per unit cell. There are 3n vibrational modes, where n is the number of atoms in the unit cell.
There are always 3 acoustic modes, one longitudinal and two transverse, leaving 3n − 3 optical
modes. Within the optical modes, there are 3n − 6m internal modes, 3m rotational modes, and
3m − 3 translational modes, where m is the number of bases per unit cell [6, 7].

Given that these vibrations can be approximated as harmonic oscillators, equation 2.8 can be used
to calculate the energy of the phonon [6, 7]. Harmonic oscillators also follow Hooke’s law for
which it is easy to show that a stronger spring constant leads to a higher vibrational frequency
and thus a higher energy vibration. Higher pressure tends to push atoms and molecules closer
to each other, thereby increasing the strength of the bonds in the crystal. Stronger bonds lead to
higher spring constants and thus higher energy vibrations. As a result, HP tends to lead to higher
energy vibrational modes. It is possible to have lower energy vibrational modes as a result of HP.
Pressure-induced redshift is due to increased interatomic distances caused by phenomena such as
molecular deformation. As a result, simultaneous redshift in all vibrational modes is impossible.
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1
 = n + ~ω
2

2.1.4

(2.8)

Bandgap and Excitons

Two-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic preovskites (HOIP) are hybrid organic-inorganic semiconductors. Semiconductors have a small non-zero energy gap between the valence band and conduction band. The energy difference between the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction
band minimum (CBM) is called the bandgap. At temperatures above absolute zero, semiconductors have a partially empty valence band and a partially filled conduction band as stated by the
Fermi-Dirac distribution [6, 7, 9].

The electronic properties of crystalline semiconductors can be explained through band theory.
There are 2 concepts in particular that are important to this work: band structure and density of
states (DOS). The band structure is a dispersion relation for electrons, whereas the DOS is the
number of orbitals per unit energy per unit volume (D()), given in equation 2.9, where N is the
number of energy levels [6, 7, 9].
D() =

dN
d

(2.9)

The periodicity of crystals leads to a band structure with many energy levels that can have complicated shapes and patterns. If the VBM and CBM have the same k value, the bandgap is direct
and the electron at the VBM only needs an energy boost equal to the bandgap to be excited from
the valence band to the conduction band. If the VBM and CBM don’t have the same k value, the
bandgap is indirect and the electron needs to absorb an energy equal to the bandgap and momentum
from a phonon equivalent to the difference in wavevector between the CBM and VBM. Alterna-
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tively, the electron could absorb energy higher than the bandgap without absorbing a phonon to be
excited from the VBM to the conduction band, but it would not be excited to the CBM and this
extra energy could be fairly large. A schematic of direct and indirect bandgaps is shown in Figure
2.1 [6, 7, 9].

Figure 2.1: Schematic of bandgaps: (a) direct and (b) indirect [6].

An electron excited to the conduction band leaves a hole with positive charge in the valence band.
Free electrons in the conduction band can move freely and conduct electric current. It’s possible
for the electron and hole to be bonded together through Coulombic attraction. These electron-hole
pairs are called excitons and have energy levels between the conduction band and valence band
as shown in Figure 2.2. Excitons are usually free to move from ion to ion through the crystal,
transporting energy but not charge [6, 7, 9, 10]. Some excitons can be dressed with phonons
such that they deform the lattice so much that the excitons can’t move through the crystal. Such
excitons are called self-trapped excitons (STE). Given the large phonon-exciton interaction, these
excitons don’t have a well defined energy and as such, their binding energy levels are very broad
and typically larger than other free excitons, which can be seen in their photoluminescence (PL)
emission [9, 11, 12].
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Figure 2.2: Band structure of excitons [6].

As pressure can effectively decrease interatomic and intermolecular distances of materials, the
bandgap of semiconductors generally decreases correspondingly upon compression. A decrease in
interatomic distances in semiconductors enhances the orbital overlap which causes a decrease in
the CBM and/or an increase in the VBM which in turn reduces the bandgap [6, 7, 9, 10]. Some
materials have an increasing bandgap during compression due to distortion and deformation. In
addition, pressure-induced phase transitions can lead to an increase in bandgap [13, 14]. High
pressure can also have an impact on the binding energy of the exciton, but its effect on the energy
of excitons in 2D HOIPs is largely from the change in bandgap. In addition, HP can cause strong
deformation and distortion in crystals which can cause the generation of pressure-induced STEs or
the disappearance of STEs.

2.2

Diamond Anvil Cell

The diamond anvil cell (DAC) is one of the most powerful tools to achieve static HP. The DAC
was initially invented in the late 1950s, where the maximal obtainable pressure was still fairly low.
Since then, however, optimization and modifications to the DAC allows for pressures of a few
hundred GPa to be obtainable [3, 15, 16]. The DAC achieves HP through compressing the sample
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between two diamonds as shown in Figure 2.3. The diamond culets typically have diameters
ranging from about 100 microns to a few hundred microns. These small diameters allow a very
large pressure to be reached with little force, as seen in equation 2.1.

Figure 2.3: Image of DAC used. a) closed DAC taken from [17] and b) open DAC.

2.2.1

DAC Components

The DAC is composed of a piston, cylinder, one seat on each of the piston and cylinder, one diamond on each seat, metallic gasket, sometimes a pressure transmitting medium (PTM), pressure
measurement object, screws, and washers. The components are shown in Figure 2.3. The seats
are used to transfer the load from the metallic frames of the piston and cylinder onto the diamond. Typically one of the following three materials is used as the seat: (i) beryllium (Be), (ii)
tungsten carbide (WC), or (iii) cubic boron nitride (cBN). Be seats are used because of their low
scattering factor for hard x-rays due to the ligthness of the metal. Given their toxicity, Be seats
are not commonly used. The use of cBN seats is much more common for X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements given their low-Z components. WC seats are also very common given their high
compressive strength [3].
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The DAC uses diamonds as anvils largely because they are the hardest known material. Other
advantages that contribute to the selection of diamond include its high optical transmission and
thermal conductivity. Other materials such as sapphire can be used for niche applications where
the properties of diamond do not allow for specific measurements to be done. These other anvils
can’t reach the same pressure as diamond anvils given their lower hardness, and their properties
don’t allow for a similar vast range of possible experiments as diamonds [3, 15]. Two types of
diamonds are typically used as anvil materials: type I and type II. Type I diamonds contain small
amounts of nitrogen, giving the diamonds strong absorption between 1100 and 1500 cm−1 , whereas
type IIa and IIb diamonds have no measurable nitrogen, but type IIb has some boron. This lack of
nitrogen makes the diamonds transparent in the 1100-1500 cm−1 region, which makes the absorption band around 2000 cm−1 the only strong absorption region. In addition to optical absorption,
the luminescence of the diamonds must also be considered when purchasing diamonds for a DAC
as diamonds can have blue luminescence which may interfere with Raman and PL measurements
[3].

The screws used are usually half right-handed and half left-handed, allowing for an easier control
on the force applied by each screw making the application of pressure more symmetrical. The
uniformity of applied pressure is very important for the diamonds’ health as a non-symmetrical
application of pressure can easily cause a crack in the diamonds due to an extremely large pressure
and pressure gradient on one side of the diamond. The stacking pattern of the washers plays a
large role on the pressure control one has while turning the screws. The configuration used during
this project was exclusively “3 up 3 down” which consists of 3 washers up and 3 washers down,
for better control on the pressure, instead of alternating 3 washers. It is worth mentioning that
the XRD measurements were done with a membrane DAC which uses a membrane to increase
pressure instead of screws and washers.

The metallic gasket is typically stainless steel given its low cost and fairly high hardness. For higher
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pressures where stainless steel is too compressible, rhenium can used due to its large hardness, but
its higher cost makes it less desirable. Tungsten may also be used as it is less expensive than
rhenium but not as hard. Gaskets are pre-indented before use for both alignment and hardness
reasons. After pre-indentation, a hole is drilled in the gasket which will be the sample chamber.
The pre-indentation also compacts the metal making it much harder, thus allowing it to be put under
high pressure with little deformation. The holes in the gaskets are usually drilled with either an
electrical discharge machine or through laser drilling. In this project, only the electrical discharge
machine was used.

2.2.2

Pressure Gauges

In the early stages of HP research, pressure was estimated by using pressure-volume relationships
of known materials, usually NaCl, or well-known phase transitions of materials. This made pressure measurements inconvenient at the very least and sometimes hard if XRD measurement is not
available. The revolution occured in the early 1970s when Forman et al. introduced the ruby
(Al2 O3 : Cr3+ ) fluorescence method to determine the pressure [15, 16]. The emission is a doublet
of wavelengths 692.7 nm and 694.2 nm at ambient pressure, called R2 and R1, respectively. When
the pressure is increased the emitted wavelength is redshifted. This redshift was then compared to
well known pressure points such as freezing points of liquids and solid-solid phase transitions of
certain materials to obtain a wavelength-pressure relationship for the R1 line. The R1 line is used
as it is more intense and its deformation is not as strong in the presence of non-hydrostatic pressure. The pressure-induced redshift and deformation due to non-hydrostatic pressure is shown in
Figure 2.4. There are different empirical equations for the pressure-wavelength relationship. The
most used is shown in equation 2.10, where A and B are constants found by empirical fitting, λ is
the emitted wavelength, and λ0 is the emitted wavelength at 0 GPa. The equation used throughout
this project is from Mao et al. which is equation 2.10 with A=1904 GPa and B=5 [18–24].
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Figure 2.4: Ruby fluorescence at various pressures [24].

Although ruby fluorescence is the most used and usually most convenient way of measuring pressure, other methods are also sometimes used. The pressure measurements for the XRD data during
the project were done using the XRD patterns of tiny flakes of gold in the sample along with the
equation of state for gold. This was done as the XRD was done remotely and using the ruby fluorescence method would require in-person handling. Ruby fluorescence measurements are done on
another system, thus the DAC must be moved to a different stage, whereas XRD measurements of
the gold flakes only require moving the stage such that the gold is aligned with the beam.
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2.2.3

Pressure Transmitting Media

Solids subjected to high external pressure will not transmit pressure very well, which results in a
pressure gradient across the sample. This pressure gradient is undesirable as the sample can exhibit
unreliable or inconsistent behavior such as different bulk modulus and shear-induced phase transitions [25, 26]. The presence of a large pressure gradient in the sample is called non-hydrostatic
pressure and can easily be seen through the ruby fluorescence in terms of the broadening of the
two fluorescence peaks [27]. If the non-hydrostaticity is high enough, the two ruby fluorescence
peaks are indistinguishable and a slightly different equation must be used for ruby fluorescence
[22]. In order to have a smaller pressure gradient across the sample, a PTM is used. These PTMs
are materials that stay liquid until higher pressure and are very soft in their solid phases such that
the PTM can deform and thus transmit pressure uniformly. The choice of PTM will depend not
only on its ability to transmit pressure but also on its reactivity with the sample, its loading method,
and its cost. This makes inert gases good choices, especially helium, although other fluids are also
commonly used such as N2 and more complicated fluids such as a 4:1 methanol-ethanol mixture
[27].

In this project only KBr and silicone oil were used as PTM. The KBr was purchased from PIKE
Technologies and the silicone oil with viscosity of 5 cSt was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. KBr
was only used during Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements due to its
transparency to mid-infrared light. KBr is solid at atmospheric pressure making it a worse PTM
than other PTMs which are still liquid at higher pressure. Consequently, silicone oil was used for
other measurements because it has a relatively large hydrostatic pressure region and is chemically
inert, thus compatible with the samples studied in this project [13, 28, 29].
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2.2.4

Sample Preparation

Two samples were studied for this thesis: DPDAPbI4 and CMA2 PbI4 . Samples were synthesized
by Matthew Hautzinger of Prof. Song Jin’s group at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. For
XRD measurements, samples were ground into a fine powder, then packed using the DAC without
a gasket such that the density is higher in order to obtain higher diffraction intensities. Silicone
oil was then added to the chamber. Samples were loaded as powder along with KBr for FTIR
measurements. Powder was also used for Raman spectroscopy measurements but with no PTM.
It was found that Raman spectroscopy measurements were reliable without PTM as the highest
achieved pressure was fairly low. Single crystals along with silicone oil were used for UV-Vis
absorption measurements. Both powder and single crystals were used for PL measurements, but it
was found that measurements on single crystals give the best results. This is likely due to the issues
of having different exciton energies at the edge of the crystals which was discussed in section 1.4
[30–32].

2.3

Vibrational Spectroscopy

Changes in vibrational frequencies can be measured through both Raman spectrscopy and FTIR
spectroscopy. Tracking these changes as a function of pressure can give lots of valuable information. Phase transitions can be seen through multiple different behaviours such as appearance
or disappearance of peaks, splitting or merging of peaks, and sudden changes in Raman shift vs.
pressure slopes. Amorphization can be seen through broadening and slow disappearance of peaks
as the distribution of vibrational frequencies grows broader. A pressure-induced redshift in vibrational frequencies can be seen for different reasons depending on the nature of the sample. For 2D
HOIPs, it is common to measure redshift in NH modes as the hydrogen bonds with the inorganic
octahedra causing a lengthening of the N-H bonds. Other vibrational modes may also redshift in
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the organic spacers due to distortion of the molecule [13, 33, 34].

2.3.1

Raman Spectroscopy

When a material is illuminated with monochromatic light, nearly all the scattered photons are
scattered elastically, which is called Rayleigh scattering. The other possibility is that the light
is scattered inelastically which scatters with a weak intensity of roughly 10−5 times the incident
beam, which is called Raman scattering. There are two cases of Raman scattering: Stokes and AntiStokes. In both cases, the incident photon is absorbed by the material which is excited to a virtual
state. In the case of Stokes scattering, the material emits a lower energy photon and decays down
to an excited vibrational state thus also emitting a phonon, whereas in Anti-Stokes scattering, the
material emits a higher energy photon and decays down to a lower state thus absorbing a phonon.
Measurements of Anti-Stokes scattering are experimentaly more difficult than measurements of
Stokes scattering as the ground state is more populated than the excited states at equilibrium which
makes the emission of a phonon more likely than the absorption of a phonon. The population of
states occupied by phonons is described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The processes
are shown in Figure 2.5 [6, 7, 35].

Figure 2.5: Schematic of Stokes (left) and Anti-Stokes (right) scattering [6].

Raman scattering can be explained with classical theory which states that the presence of Raman
scattering requires equation 2.11 to be satisfied, where α is the polarizability and q is nuclear
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displacement [35]. If the polarizability changes when the molecule vibrates away (or towards)
equilibrium, then Raman scattering will occur for the given vibration.
∂α
∂q

!
,0

(2.11)

eq

The quantum mechanical view of Raman scattering states that a phonon is either created or destroyed during Raman scattering. The energy of the scattered photon is shown in equation 2.12
where ν s is the scattered photon’s frequency, νI is the incident photon frequency, and ν phon is the
phonon’s frequency.
hν s = hνI ± hν phon

(2.12)

The experimental setup used in this project is shown in Figure 2.6. The system consists of a class
3B diode laser with a wavelength of 780 nm with peak power < 500 mW. Such a long wavelength
was chosen given the PL of the samples. Optical density filters are available for use at the output
of the laser. The Raman microscope is in a backscattering geometry such that the scattered light
was captured by the same objective and was sent towards the spectrometer using a beam splitter.
The spectrometer used was an Acton SpectraPro 2500i spectrometer with a charge-coupled device
detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. A 1200 l/mm grating was used and neon emission lines were
used to calibrate the spectrometer. The DAC was placed upon xyz translation stages allowing
manual adjustments in the micron scale for aligning the sample and the laser.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the Raman spectroscopy system [36].

2.3.2

FTIR Spectroscopy

Complementary to Raman scattering, FTIR involves absorption of the incident photons. This subtle difference is extremely important as the resulting spectra tend to be different by a significant
amount. In particular, the IR activity depends on the transition dipole moment as shown in Equation 2.13, where µr is the dipole moment at a distance from the center of mass, r, and R j are the
normal coordinates [37]. The requirement for IR absorption is thus a non-zero change of the dipole
moment with respect to normal coordinates around the equilibrium. The similarity and differences
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between IR absorption and Raman give rise to the possibility of measuring a vibrational mode in
only one, both, or neither.
∂µr
∂R j

!
,0

(2.13)

eq

FTIR spectra are shown in either transmission or absorbance. To obtain these values, it is required
to take a reference spectrum (I0 ) and a spectrum for the sample (I). The transmission is then found
by simply dividing the sample’s spectrum by the reference such that T =

I
.
I0

The absorbance can

also be calculated from these two spectra with equation 2.14, where α is the absorbance. The
transmission intensity is thus related to the sample thickness [9, 38]. It can now be seen that to
obtain good FTIR spectra, the optimal sample thickness is needed. To obtain the optimal thickness,
KBr is used to fill the cell due to its low absorption of mid IR light and also doubles as a PTM
given its softness.
α = log10

I 
0

I

(2.14)

FTIR spectrometers consist of a broadband light in the selected IR range which is then passed
through a Michelson interferometer which controls the wavelengths emitted towards the sample.
Some FTIR spectrometers can capture both in reflection and transmission geometries but only
transmission was used in this work. In transmission, the light emitted towards the sample is focused
onto the sample and then recaptured and collimated with reflective objectives to avoid chromatic
aberrations but most importantly to avoid absorption. The collimated light is then sent to a detector
to measure the transmission intensity in time.

The FTIR setup used during this project is shown in Figure 2.7. The system consists of a VERTEX
80V FTIR spectrometer from Bruker along with a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury cadmium telluride midband detector allowing measurements from 600 cm−1 to 5000 cm−1 . A KBr beamsplitter
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was used given its high transparency for all frequencies in this range. Type II diamonds were used
as anvils given their lower absorption. Reflective objectives were used to avoid absorption and
aberrations. The DAC was placed upon xyz translation stages allowing for full control to move the
sample into the beam path.

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the FTIR system [39].

To measure the background, an empty gasket was placed in the DAC, which was then put onto the
stage. An iris is then closed to the same size as the gasket such that the background taken has the
same surface area as the eventual sample measurements. The gasket is then removed in order to
close the DAC and have the diamonds touch. The background is then taken through both diamonds
as the light will also need to go through both diamonds when measuring the sample’s transmission.
It should be noted that KBr doesn’t absorb enough to need to be accounted for.
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2.4

X-Ray Diffraction

Diffraction is the most important tool to determine the structure of a crystal. There are 3 techniques of diffraction that are typically used: (i) x-rays, (ii) neutrons, and (iii) electrons. Electron
diffraction is typically done with tunneling electron microscopes and neutron diffraction at large
neutron facilities. Unfortunately, diamond doesn’t transmit neutrons and electrons well, making
these techniques very hard to use with a DAC. As a result, XRD is by far the most used technique
of diffraction given the transparency of diamonds in the hard x-ray range.

X-ray diffractions involves of illuminating your sample with a collimated monochromatic beam of
hard x-rays on the order of 1 Å. The sample then diffracts the photons, resulting in a pattern reflective of results from the constructive and destructive interference of the x-rays. The resulting pattern
follows Bragg’s law, as shown in Figure 2.8 and equation 2.15, where m is the order of diffraction,
λ is the wavelength of the x-rays, d is the d-spacing of the crystal plane, and θ the diffraction angle.
It is worth noting that higher orders of diffraction (m>1) are of such low intensities that they are
not usually detected during XRD measurements [6, 7, 40].
mλ = 2dsin(θ)

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the diffraction described by Bragg’s law [40].
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(2.15)

Although Bragg’s law can give the diffraction angle for a given d-spacing, it doesn’t include any
information on the amplitude of diffraction. To obtain the amplitude, two quantities are needed:
the atomic form factor and the structure factor. The atomic form factor is given by equation 2.16,
where f j (K) is the atomic form factor of the jth atom, K is the reciprocal lattice vector, r the position
in the crystal, and ρ j (r) is the electron density at position r [6, 7, 40].

1
f j (K) = −
e

Z

eiK·r ρ j (r)d3 r

(2.16)

The structure factor relates the crystal structure and the atomic form factors with the amplitude
of diffraction for a given plane provided that the amplitude is proportional to the structure factor
squared. The structure factor considers the position and the electron density of every atom in the
crystal as shown in equation 2.17, where S K is the structure factor for a given reciprocal lattice
vector and d j is the position of the basis [6, 7, 40].

SK =

n
X

f j (K)eiK·d j

(2.17)

j=1

All XRD measurements in this work were performed with powder. The main advantage of powder
diffraction is that all diffraction planes are measured with the same amount of incident photons,
making the relative intensities of peaks easily calculable through refinements. As a result, it is
important to grind the sample into a very fine powder.

In-lab XRD measurements can be done, but the low intensity of x-ray emission from in-lab sources
leads to poor XRD quality especially for experiments in DACs given the absorption of x-rays
of diamonds. HP XRD measurements are done at synchrotrons given their very large emission
intensities of four to twelve orders of magnitude higher than in-lab x-ray sources as well as the
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ability to choose wavelengths and obtain very narrow bandwidth.

X-ray diffraction is an extremely useful tool for HP research as it allows a direct measurement
of crystal structure and in some cases atomic positions. Refinement of diffractograms can give
the lattice parameters and crystal structure which is a direct measurement of phase changes and is
also used to obtain the bulk modulus of a given phase. Knowing the lattice parameters also sheds
light on any anisotropic compression that may be present in the sample which can play a large role
in the properties of the sample at HP. If the diffraction pattern is of high enough quality and the
symmetry of the crystal is high enough such that there are enough diffraction peaks for the number
of equations in the refinement, it is possible to obtain the atomic positions. Knowing the atomic
positions at various pressures allows to deduce bonding in the crystal and perform more precise
calculations such as calculating the DOS. Some materials become amorphous at HP which is seen
in XRD through the broadening of peaks and lowering of peak intensity as the periodicity slowly
vanishes.

X-ray diffraction measurements during this project were performed remotely at the Advanced Photon Source at the 16 ID-B and 16 BM-D HPCAT beamlines. Samples were prepared and loaded
in-lab, then shipped to the Advanced Photon Source where the DACs were mounted with a membrane which can be controlled remotely. The DACs with the membrane were then mounted on
a stage which can be controlled remotely. Once the DACs are mounted with the membrane and
placed onto the stage, the alignment and collection of the diffractograms may be done remotely
via NoMachine, a remote desktop software. Very fine CeO2 powder was used as calibration for
both beamlines. Diffractograms were masked and integrated using Dioptas. Resulting XRD patterns were analyzed using LeBail refinement in GSAS II (General Structure Analysis System II)
to obtain lattice parameters and unit cell volume [41]. An image of the experimental setup, x-ray
transmission, and powder diffraction from the 16 BM-D beamline at the Advanced Photon Source
is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: XRD at the 16 BM-D beamline. a) 2 DACs with membrane on a remotely controlled stage in
the x-ray beam path, b) x-ray transmission measurement used for alignment, and c) resulting powder XRD
pattern of CMA2 PbI4 at 0 GPa.

2.5

UV-Vis Spectroscopy

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy measurements provide direct and effective information on the
bandgap of semiconducting materials. A semiconductor will absorb light with more energy than
its bandgap and transmit light with less energy than its bandgap, which can be seen in Figures
2.1 and 2.2. To measure the UV-Vis absorption of a semiconductor, a background must be taken
with the same geometry as the measurement but without the sample as it must be an accurate
measurement of the transmission of light through the sample holder which in this case is the 2
diamonds. A background was taken at every pressure due to both a spatial and time dependence
of the white light emission from the light source. The DAC needs to be loaded such that part of its
cross section is only PTM and part of it is sample with appropriate thickness. Once the background
is taken, the transmission through the sample is measured. It is worth noting that the bandgap of a
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semiconductor can also be observed through reflection measurements, but only transmission was
measured in this work [42].

The transmission is then converted to absorbance using the measured background and equation
2.14. The absorbance is then used to create a Tauc plot by plotting the left hand side of equation
2.18 vs. the photon energy, where α is the absorbance, h is planck’s constant, ν is the photon
frequency, n is a constant given by Table 2.1, A is a proportionality constant, and Eg is the bandgap
[43, 44].
(αhν)n = A(hν − Eg )

(2.18)

Table 2.1: Values for the n constant in Tauc plots.

Electron Transition Type
Direct allowed
Direct forbidden
Indirect allowed
Indirect forbidden

n
2
2/3
1/2
1/3

To determine the bandgap, a straight line is fitted by equation 2.18 by plotting (αhν)n vs. hν where
the bandgap is the intercept. Such plots allow the determination of the bandgap is called a Tauc.
An example of determining the bandgap of a ZnO thin film from a Tauc plot is shown in Figure
2.10 [43, 44].
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Figure 2.10: Tauc plot of a ZnO thin film with direct bandgap of 3.27 eV [43].

In addition to the linear edge, an exponential tail is also observed at lower energy. This tail is called
the Urbach tail and is seen between 3.2 eV and roughly 3.28 eV in Figure 2.10. The Urbach tail
arises from transitions between band tails above the valence band edge and below the conduction
band edge. These tails occur when the material contains defects, doping, or is amorphous. Lattice
vibrations can also fluctuate the conduction band and valence band energies, thus resulting in an
Urbach tail [9, 43]. The Urbach tail shouldn’t be included when fitting the straight line to determine
the bandgap as it not a measurement of the bandgap.

UV-Vis spectroscopy is the best tool to measure a semiconductor’s bandgap at HP. Its most common use in studying perovskites at HP is to simply track the bandgap during compression and after
decompression. The type of bandgap, direct or indirect, can also be deduced from the absorption
edge, which allows the measurement of pressure-induced transitions between direct and indirect
bandgaps [45].
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The UV-Vis absorption setup is shown in Figure 2.11. The light source is a 75 W xenon light source
(SLS205 light source from ThorLabs) with emission wavelength between 240 and 1200 nm. An
optical fibre is used to guide the emitted light from the light source to the microscope, resulting in
an output power of about 5 mW. The sample is placed on an xyz stage between a focussing lens and
a reflective objective, which collimates the transmitted light. The reflective objective is required
to avoid absorption and aberrations. An iris is then used to select a small region of the collimated
transmitted light such that only a specific area of the chamber is measured. The transmitted light
is then sent to the same Acton SpectraPro 2500i spectrometer that is also used in the Raman setup.

Figure 2.11: UV-Vis absorption and PL system.
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2.6

Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence measurements detect photons emitted through radiative recombination of electrons and holes. In 2D HOIPs, it is extremely common for the origin of the PL to be exciton recombination, either free exciton, STE, or both [10, 29, 33, 34, 46]. Exciton recombination in materials
will cause an emission of photons with energy given by equation 2.19, where E PL is the energy of
the emitted PL, Eg is the bandgap energy, Eb is the binding energy, and Eother is the energy of any
other source that reduces the exction’s energy [9]. In the case of STEs, Eother would be the energy
loss caused by the self-trapping of the exciton.
E PL = ~ω = Eg − Eb − Eother

(2.19)

It is possible that during compression, the PL emission from a material transitions from exclusively
free excitons to a mixture of free excitons and STEs and eventually to exclusively from STEs, as
shown in Figure 2.12 [33]. In addition to being lower energy than free excitons, STEs in soft
materials with strong exciton-phonon coupling emit very broad PL which can have a full-width
half-maximum on the order of hundreds of meV [47]. Tracking the HP PL emission energy is
important to give valuable insight on how these structural modifications modify the exciton energy
levels which can be useful in applications such as light emitting diodes.

Figure 2.12: Photoluminescence of (PEA)2 PbBr4 upon compression. Left) PL from free exciton at atmospheric pressure, middle) emission from both free excitons pressure-induced STE recombinations, and right)
pressure-induced disappearance of radiative recombination of free excitons [33].
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The PL system was designed in conjunction with the UV-Vis absorption system and Raman system
by sharing some essential common optics such as sample stage, microscope, spectrometer, and
detector. The PL system is shown in Figure 2.11. A beam splitter can be slid into the optical path,
allowing the inclusion of the excitation laser for PL measurements and out for UV-Vis absorption
measurements. The excitation source was a continuous wave diode-pumped solid state laser from
Laserglow Technologies. The emission wavelength was 360 nm with max power of 50 mW but
max power was never used to avoid laser-induced damage to the samples given their high sensitivity
to light. The excitation beam was focused onto the sample and the emitted PL from the sample was
recollected by the same objective in reflective geometry. The Acton SpectraPro 2500i spectrometer
was used with a 300 l/mm such that a larger wavelength band can be measured at once.

2.7

Computational Details

All simulations of the crystal structural optimization under high pressures were performed using
the CASTEP package [48], which is based on the quantum mechanical description of electrons and
nuclei under the density functional theory. This package implements the robust methods of a planewave basis set and pseudopotentials. In the simulation, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional of
the generalized gradient approximation was used [49]. The Ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials
were applied [50]. The k-point mesh spacing is about 0.1 Å−1 along the specified path with about
60 points in total. The kinetic energy cutoff is about 450 eV for relatively large cells. For the
calculation of band structures under high pressures, the FHI-AIMS package was used with allelectron atomic numerical basis sets [51]. The atomic positions were optimized using this package
before the band structure calculation. The calculation is also under the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
functional of the generalized gradient approximation.
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Chapter 3
Effects of High Pressure on the Structures
and Optoelectronic Properties of CMA2 PbI4
3.1

Introduction

Perovskites have emerged as one of the leading materials in semiconductor research due to their
ease of fabrication, low cost, and easy modification of optoelectronic and electronic properties,
leading to a multitude of applications such as solar cells and light emitting diodes [1–4]. 3D perovskites follow the chemical formula of ABX3 where A is a monovalent cation, B a divalent cation,
and X a monovalent anion. However, 3D perovskites have stability issues and limited accessible
chemical composition [2, 5, 6]. 2D perovskites are layers of 3D perovskites with thickness of n octahedra separated by a large spacer. The resulting chemical formula is (A0 )m (A)n−1 Bn X3n+1 , where
A’ is the cation spacer and m is 1 if A’ is divalent and 2 if A’ is monovalent. The structure of 2D
perovskites with n = 1, 2, and 3 is shown in Figure 1.4.

The most exciting application for perovskites is solar cells due to the tremendous progress that
has been achieved in recent times. The efficiency of perovskite solar cells have increased from
3.8% in 2009 to 25.6% in 2021, approaching the current value of 26.7% for Si solar cells [7].
Perovskites can also be used in tandem with silicon to enhance solar cell efficiency. A solar cell
using perovskite thin films deposited on silicon showed an efficiency of 29.17%, higher than both
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perovskite and Si solar cells [7, 8]. Optimization of the bandgaps of the photovoltaics used in
solar cells would greatly accelerate their efficiency improvements. The Shockley-Queisser limit
shows an optimal bandgap of 1.34 eV for single junction solar cells. As a result, the easily modifiable properties of perovskites, specifically their bandgaps, make perovskites an exciting group of
materials for solar cells [9, 10].

There are many degrees of freedom in perovskite solar cells which change their efficiencies. The
degree of freedom of particular interest for this project is pressure. Application of high external
pressure modifies the chemical bonds between atoms as well as the crystal structure of materials.
Subjecting perovskites to high pressure (HP) results in modification of bond lengths and angles in
the semiconducting octahedra, which changes the orbital overlaps, giving rise to modification of
optoelectronic and electronic properties [1, 2]. High pressure has been shown to be an effective
tool to modify the structures and properties of many materials. Examples of high impact results
from HP research include the transition of nitrogen from triple bonded to polymeric and room
temperature superconductivity [11, 12].

Among all the 2D hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP) reported so far, CMA-based 2D
HOIPs such as (CMA)2 (MA)n−1 Pbn I3n+1 perovskites with n = 1-6, and 9, where CMA is cyclohexanemethylamine (C6 H11CH2 NH2 ) and MA is methylammonium (CH3 NH3+ ), received intensive
attention due to their desirable properties in perovskite solar cell applications [13–18]. Solar cells
which use a 3D perovskite capped with a CMA2 PbI4 layer, in particular, have shown higher stability due to the more hydrophobic surface of the CMA2 PbI4 compared to the same solar cell without
the CMA2 PbI4 [18–21].

Wei et al. showed that (CMA)2 (MA)n−1 Pbn I3n+1 perovskites are of high interest for potential use in
solar cells [16, 17]. In particular, MA-based 2D HOIP solar cells with CMA spacers were shown
to have high efficiency, with the highest efficiency measured being 15.05% in the n=9 perovskite
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[17]. Solar cells based on these 2D perovskites showed very high stability in air relative to MAPbI3
(their 3D counterpart). It was shown that after 1500 hours in ambient air with roughly 60% relative humidity, the MAPbI3 -based solar cell’s efficiency decreased to 30% of its initial efficiency,
whereas the n=4 based solar cell’s efficiency only decreased to 95% of its initial efficiency [16].
Furthermore, the MAPbI3 -based solar cell’s efficiency was shown to decrease rapidly after 500
hours in ambient air with 40-70% relative humidity and become completely damaged after 2160
hours by decaying to PbI2 , whereas the n=9 based solar cell’s efficiency retained nearly 95% of its
initial efficiency after 4600 hours [17]. Zhang et al. also showed a higher stability of iodine-based
perovskites versus bromine-based perovskites under illumination by a 325 nm laser. Under 325
nm illumination at 0.1 W/cm2 , CMA2 PbI4 was shown to have strong stability above 2400 seconds
relative to the other measured perovskites [14].

CMA2 PbI4 was first synthesized by Zhang et al. in 2009 [14]. Jia et al. later synthesized the
perovskite by mixing CMA and PbI2 in an HBr solution with similar results [15]. Thin films of the
perovskite can also be fabricated following the method shown by Wei et al. [16]. An image of the
crystal structure of CMA2 PbI4 and a schematic of the chemical composition of CMA+ are shown
in Figure 3.1. The crystal structure at atmospheric pressure was found to be monoclinic with a
P21 /c space group by our collaborators in unpublished work, by Li et al. and by Jia et al. [13, 15].
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Figure 3.1: Left) Schematic of CMA+ and right) CMA2 PbI4 crystal structure at atmospheric pressure. Green
octahedra show the [PbI6 ]− octahedra with Pb at the center and I (red balls) at the vertices. Two CMA+
molecules separate the layers of lead-iodide octahedra with the NH3+ ligand the closest to the octahedra.

Optical properties of CMA2 PbI4 are of great importance in its application in optoelectronic devices
such as light emitting diodes. Wei et al. reported a photoluminescence (PL) emission wavelength
of 536 nm and a carrier lifetime of 4.41 ns [16]. CMA2 PbI4 was shown to have a PL emission
intensity higher than most n=1 lead-based perovskites, making it an interesting perovskite with
useful properties and high stability. Of the 21 lead-based n=1 HOIPs investigated by Zhang et al.,
CMA2 PbBr4 had PL emission intensity almost twice as strong as the second most intense. Thus,
CMA-based 2D HOIPs are of great interest, especially the lead iodide variant, given their increased
stability [14]. In addition, Jia et al. showed a high photoluminescence quantum yield of 16.3%
in CMA2 PbI4 , which is rarely seen in 2D lead-halide perovskites [15]. Jia et al. also showed a
dielectric constant of 8.5 at 300 K with a continuous increase to roughly 16 upon heating to 350
K. Further heating to 380 K only slightly increases the dielectric constant, which is consistent with
the phase transition observed in their X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements [15].

Absorption of light is among the dominant factors in solar cell efficiency. The photovoltaic’s
bandgap is thus of great importance. Li et al. reported an indirect bandgap of 2.22 eV. However,
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Jia et al. and Wei et al. reported direct bandgaps of 2.62 eV and 2.36 eV, respectively. Given that
the computational band structure and Tauc plot for direct bandgap fit well for a direct bandgap, the
bandgap is highly likely to be direct [13–17].

The combination of high quantum yield with low carrier lifetime, high solar cell efficiency with
minimal modifications, and high stability makes (CMA)2 (MA)n−1 Pbn I3n+1 perovskites promising
for potential applications such as solar cells and light-emitting diodes. Having such good properties
at atmospheric pressure makes pressure treatment an exciting process to optimize the perovskites
for applications since the pressure-induced modifications required to improve upon current efficiencies are lessened. In addition, CMA is a very soft molecule, which makes HP studies particularly exciting given the expected large compressibility of the spacer. The ideal result of the
project is to permanently cause a change in the optoelectronic properties of CMA2 PbI4 by obtaining irreversible pressure-induced modifications to the material. This insight can be extrapolated to
predict how similar perovskites will behave under HP as well as give insight on what is required to
optimize the properties of similar materials. Understanding the behavior of CMA2 PbI4 at HP will
also be of high value to understand the behavior of higher n values of CMA-based 2D lead-iodide
perovskties.

In this chapter, CMA2 PbI4 was characterized at HP through vibrational studies to characterize the
interactions between the CMA spacers and PbI6 octahedra, how the CMA reacts to pressure within
the sample, and to characterize phase transitions. Vibrational studies provide preliminary but critical information about a phase transition as well as hydrogen bonding between the NH3 hydrogens
and iodine. X-ray diffraction was performed at HP to characterize the compressibility of the material and to confirm phase transitions. Photoluminescence and UV-Vis absorption were performed
to probe the optoelectronic properties at HP and after decompression. Photoluminescence spectra
gave insight into the excitonic and bandgap behaviors at HP, whereas UV-Vis absorption allowed
a direct measurement of the bandgap’s behavior at HP. This work represents the first HP study
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on CMA-based perovskites. In addition, CMA is the softest organic ring spacer used in any HP
lead-iodide perovskite study yet.

3.2

Experimental Methods

CMA2 PbI4 powder and crystals were synthesized by Matthew Hautzinger of Prof. Song Jin’s
group at the University of Wisconsin Madison. Sample preparation followed the method outlined
in section 2.2.4. Powder with no pressure transmitting medium (PTM) was used for Raman spectroscopy measurements. Powder with KBr was used for Fourier-Transform infrared sepctroscopy
(FTIR) measurements. X-ray diffraction measurements was done with packed powder and silicone
oil as PTM. Ruby was used to measure the pressure during the loading process, but the diffraction
pattern from gold powder was used to measure the pressure during XRD measurements. Photoluminescence and UV-Vis absorption was done with single crystals and silicone oil as PTM. The
laser used to pump the ruby fluorescence was found to damage the sample up to about 0.5 GPa.
As a result, the ruby microsphere was placed along the edge of the sample chamber for all powder measurements as to reduce laser-induced damage. In single crystal measurements, the ruby
was placed on the cylinder and offset from the sample such that minimal laser-induced damage
occurred.

3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Vibrational Spectrocopy

Raman spectroscopy and FTIR were used in tandem to measure vibrational modes in CMA2 PbI4
to characterize the structural changes and possible phase transitions upon compression. Many
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vibrational modes were observed in these measurements. This work will focus mainly on the
vibrational modes which highlight the interesting pressure-induced modifications and offer insight
into the mechanism with which the pressure-induced changes in other measurements occur. The
Raman and FTIR spectra at atmospheric pressure are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Vibrational spectroscopy at atmospheric pressure. Left) Raman spectrum and right) IR spectra
from before and after compression.

The assignment of vibrational modes was done by using a calculation of CMA in vapor form in
a vacuum and comparing it with the 0 GPa spectra. This gives a slightly different spectrum than
observed due to the CMA being subjected to different conditions. The characteristic vibrational
modes are shown in Table 3.1. The vibrational modes of interest are the CN stretching mode, NH3
rocking mode, ring breathing mode, and NH3 bending modes. Schematics of the characeristic
vibrational modes are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Table 3.1: Peak assignment of peaks of interest in CMA.

Calcuted (cm−1 )
839
1020
1042
1500
1502
1669

Raman (cm−1 )
842
1037
1042

FTIR (cm−1 )
839

1452
1471
1581

1484
1589

Assignment
CN stretching
NH3 rocking
Ring breathing
NH3 bending
NH3 bending
NH3 scissor

Figure 3.3: Relevant vibrational modes in CMA. Top left) NH3 bending mode, top right) CN stretching
mode, bottom left) NH3 rocking mode, and bottom right) ring breathing.

The NH3 bending mode redshifts upon compression until roughly 1.3 GPa (Figure 3.4), which is
likely due to HN · · · I bonding. Furthermore, the presence of HN · · · I bonding is also supported
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by the lack of blueshift in the Raman spectra of the NH3 rocking mode (Figure 3.5), which were
observed in other 2D HOIPs, such as PMA2 PbI4 [22].

Figure 3.4: Raman spectroscopy of NH3 bending mode. Left) spectra during compression and right) Raman
shift as a function of pressure.

Figure 3.5: Raman spectra of the ring breathing and NH3 rocking modes. Left) spectra during compression
and right) Raman shift of ring breathing mode (black squares) and NH3 rocking mode (red triangles) as a
function of pressure.

In addition to a HN · · · I bonding-induced redshift, a phase transition near 1.3 GPa is observed in
the Raman spectra. The NH3 bending mode undergoes a splitting towards a lower and a higher
frequency vibrational mode, the CN stretching mode (Figure 3.6) undergoes an abrupt deviation in
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its rate of change during compression, and the ring breathing and NH3 rocking modes (Figure 3.5)
undergo distinct transformations. The frequencies of the ring breathing and NH3 rocking modes
are unchanged by compression to 0.7 GPa. Upon further compression to 1.3 GPa, the frequencies
for both vibrational modes slightly blueshift, which typically precedes amorphization or a phase
transition due to the CMA’s inability to further deform in the current phase. At 1.3 GPa, a new
peak is observed, the NH3 peak’s intensity quickly decreases in intensity, and the ring breathing
mode significantly blueshifts.

Figure 3.6: Raman spectra of the C-N stretching mode. Left) spectra during compression and right) Raman
shift as a function of pressure.

Furthermore, the Raman spectra demonstrate a likely enhanced distortion of the CMA molecules
in the higher pressure phase. The splitting of the NH3 bending mode demonstrates different HN ·
· · I bond strengths above 1.3 GPa, which likely results from the distortion or tilting of the CMA
molecules as these hydrogen bonds were degenerate at pressures below 1.3 GPa. The increased
HN · · · I bonding strength is further supported in the Raman spectra of the NH3 rocking mode as
its vibrational frequency undergoes an abrupt redshift through the appearance of a new peak and a
quick decrease of the original peak’s intensity. Further insights into the organic CMA spacer, more
specifically the cyclohexane ring, upon compression to the higher pressure phase can be found in
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the blueshift of ring breathing mode, which indicates a reduction of the cross-sectional area of the
cyclohexane ring, which was not present upon initial compression.

Furthermore, compression beyond 3 GPa leads to amorphization of the CMA+ molecules, as seen
through the broadening of the peaks in the IR spectra (Figure 3.7). Amorphization is not seen in HP
Raman spectra as luminescence from the sample becomes too intense near 3 GPa. The IR spectra
of the NH3 bending modes show similar pressure-induced structural changes as the Raman spectra.
In contrast to the Raman profile, additional NH3 bending modes around 1450 cm−1 as a collection
of 5 modes are observed in the IR spectra. The major NH3 bending mode redshifts through the
entire compression, which persists through amorphization. Moreover, the NH3 scissoring modes
shown in Figure 3.7 between 1550 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1 also redshift upon compression through
the entire compression. The redshifts of the NH3 bending mode and the NH3 scissoring modes
indicate that HN · · · I bonding persists throughout the entire compression, in both phases and
amorphization.

Figure 3.7: FTIR spectra of NH3 bending modes. Left) spectra during compression and right) frequency as
a function of pressure.
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3.3.2

X-Ray Diffraction

In situ synchrotron XRD was used to confirm and characterize the pressure-induced structural
modifications of CMA2 PbI4 at HP. As a starting point, the lattice parameters were obtained from
the refinement of diffraction patterns of CMA2 PbI4 near ambient pressure, as shown in Table 3.2
in comparison with reference values. CMA2 PbI4 is characterized by a very anisotropic crystal
structure as the a parameter is almost twice as long as the b and c parameters given the specific
orientation of the layer stacking.

Table 3.2: Lattice paramters of CMA2 PbI4 at atmospheric pressure from Li et al. [13] and Jia et al. (300 K)
[15], unpublished work from our collaborators, and this study.

Parameters
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
β (◦ )
V (Å3 )

Li et al.
100
16.5155(8)
8.6521(5)
8.7642(4)
99.0461(19)
1236.77(11)

Jia et al.
300
17.107(4)
8.7364(16)
8.73732(17)
100.611(6)
1283.5(4)

Collaborators
100
16.415(4)
8.624(2)
8.757(2)
98.918(17)
1224.6(5)

This study
300
17.017(10)
8.6923(30)
8.723(4)
101.386(18)
1264.9(11)

As can be seen in Figure 3.8, three prominent changes, labelled by black arrows, were observed
upon compression from 0 GPa to 0.3 GPa. In particular, a significant drop in intensity in the peak
at 5.9◦ , the disappearance of the peak at 6.7◦ , and a significant shift of the peak at 9◦ constitute
a strong indication of a phase transition from phase I to phase II. This phase transition, which
involves modifications of the crystal lattice, is not seen in vibrational spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.8: HP XRD patterns of CMA2 PbI4 upon compression to 10.3 GPa. Black arrows show pressureinduced modifications to diffractograms during phase transitions.

The second possible phase transition is subtle, but can be evidenced by the abrupt broadening of
4 peaks at 5.9◦ , 6.5◦ , 8.1◦ , and 11.7◦ at 1.5 GPa, consistent with that established by vibrational
spectroscopy. This phase transition signifies the transition from phase II to phase III. Upon further
compression, this phase slowly becomes amorphous, starting at roughly 3 GPa, supported by the
observation of significant broadening of all reflections. At the highest pressure of the diffraction
measurements, around 10.3 GPa, the 100 peak near 2◦ shows significant broadening. Amorphization in 2D HOIPs can be attributed to the inability of the inorganic lattice to deform enough for the
spatial needs of the organic spacers, resulting in the distortion of the organic spacers [22].

The lack of significant changes in the HP diffractograms signifies that the crystal structures of
the different phases are of similar symmetry. The high similarity in crystal symmetry in different
phases, combined with the limitations of LeBail refinement, led to the assumption of isostructural
phase transitions. The LeBail refinements for 0 GPa and 1.5 GPa are shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: LeBail refinement for top) 0 GPa and bottom) 1.5 GPa. The bottom section of the graphs show
the residual between the observed and calculated patterns.

In addition to the changes in the patterns, the cell volumes at HP (Figure 3.10 and Table 3.3) show
these phase transitions upon compression as discontinuities at the phase boundaries. A second
order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) was fitted to both phase II and III, where it was
found that V0 = 1258.8 Å3 and K0 = 11.5 GPa for phase II and V0 = 1245.5 Å3 and K0 = 18.5
GPa for phase III. This material is thus among the softest 2D HOIPs. Phase II was found to have a
smaller bulk modulus than MAPbI3 (13.6 GPa) and a similar bulk modulus as FAPbI3 (11.0 GPa),
the two 3D counterparts of CMA2 PbI4 [23].
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Figure 3.10: Results of LeBail refinement on powder XRD of CMA2 PbI4 at HP. Left) Normalized volume
with atmospheric pressure volume and bulk modulus resulting from fitting a Birch-Murnaghan EOS with
0
K0 = 4, and right) normalized lattice parameters.

Table 3.3: Refined lattice parameters of CMA2 PbI4 at HP.

Pressure (GPa)
0
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.75
0.9
1.1
1.5
1.75
2.1

a (Å)
17.017(10)
16.393(11)
16.2184
16.088(13)
15.908(8)
15.816(13)
15.731
15.613(16)
15.533(24)
15.456(17)

b (Å)
8.6923(30)
8.683(3)
8.6639
8.652(3)
8.6312(22)
8.6499(31)
8.664
8.6888(30)
8.713(4)
8.737(4)

c (Å)
8.723(4)
8.787(4)
8.76657
8.752(5)
8.7404(30)
8.722(4)
8.670
8.712(5)
8.637(8)
8.573(7)

β (◦ )
101.386(18)
99.169(26)
98.9452
99.357(28)
99.557(25)
100.13(3)
100.16
100.74(4)
101.25(6)
100.87(4)

V (Å3 )
1264.9(11)
1234.8(10)
1216.848
1201.9(14)
1183.5(4)
1174.6(6)
1166.9
1161.2(10)
1146.4(10)
1137.0(7)

The lattice parameters of CMA2 PbI4 at HP (Figure 3.10) show that the a parameter’s compressibility is much larger than the b and c parameters, which is also observed in other 2D HOIPs [22–24].
This anisotropic compression is the result of the sandwich structure in which the CMA spacers
have a higher compressibility than the PbI6 octahedra. The c parameter is larger at 0.3 GPa than
at 0 GPa, showing either a negative linear compressibility of this lattice parameter in phase I or
a phase transition-induced increase in this lattice parameter. In phase III, a negative linear com-
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pressibility is observed for the b parameter. A schematic of the compression behavior of the crystal
based upon the compression of the lattice parameters is shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Representation of the anisotropic compression and negative linear compressibility of
CMA2 PbI4 . White arrows show the linear compressibility of the given lattice parameter. Inward arrows
show positive linear compressibility and outward arrows show negative linear compressibility.

3.3.3

Photoluminescence

To probe the HP behavior of the excitonic structure within CMA2 PbI4 at HP, PL measurements
were performed with 360 nm excitation. The PL spectra, along with optical images are depicted in
Figure 3.12.

The PL spectrum at atmospheric pressure consists of a peak around 524 nm with an asymmetric emission profile. The peak’s asymmetry decreases significantly upon compression to phase
II, signifying a change in the excitonic structure in the lead iodide octahedra. The peak has already been reported to originate from free excitons [15]. The asymmetric profile is likely due to
emission from self-trapped excitons (STE) given that it is broad, low intensity, lower energy, and
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the intensity from free excitonic emission increases whilst this peak’s intensity decreases during
compression. A schematic of the profile is shown in Figure 3.13. It has already been shown that
the presence of trapped states in 2D HOIPs decreases the intensity of emission from free excitons,
and that a reduction of the barrier between trapped states and free excitons leads to a decrease in
trapping [25]. Upon compression, the intensity of the major PL peak, which is associated with
emission from free excitons, increases until 0.8 GPa. At this pressure, the peak’s intensity is about
10 times the emitted intensity at atmospheric pressure. This large increase in PL emission intensity
is likely associated with a reduction of trapped states. Such a pressure-induced reduction in trapped
states causing an increase in PL intensity from free excitons has been observed in other 2D perovskites, such as (HA)2 (GA)Pb2 I7 [25]. Upon further compression, the peak’s intensity decreases
until it quenches at around 6 GPa.

Figure 3.12: PL of CMA2 PbI4 at various pressures along with optical images.
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Figure 3.13: PL emission from free excitons and STEs in CMA2 PbI4 at bottom) 0 GPa and top) 0.8 GPa.

Interestingly, a second peak was observed to form upon compression to around 1.7 GPa and splits
from the first peak at higher pressure, as seen in Figure 3.14. The formation of this new, longer
wavelength peak signifies a different excitonic structure in phase III, more specifically, lower energy excitons are present in phase III. This new peak is unlikely to be asscociated with STEs given
its narrow width. The PL intensity of the new peak slowly decreases until it fully quenches near 9
GPa.
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Figure 3.14: PL of CMA2 PbI4 at HP. Left) normalized PL spectra at various pressures. Ruby spectra were
removed at higher pressure given its increased relative intensity (seen as small gaps around 690 nm). Right)
PL emission wavelength and energy as a function of pressure.

The pressure evolution of both PL peaks show a redshift, for which the new peak in phase III is
more prominent (at a rate of 24.7 nm/GPa and 11.1 nm/GPa for the new peak and the original peak,
respectively). The redshift in PL emitted from free excitons is typically due to either an increase
in binding energy or a smaller bandgap. Considering that these major PL peaks are not STEs, it is
very likely that the observed redshift is a result of a bandgap reduction. Indeed, the optical images
of phase III shows the PL emission to redshift from green to red at HP, as seen in Figure 3.12,
consistent with a bandgap reduction as a result of compression.

After decompression, the PL peak energy and shape are the same as before compression (Figure
3.15), signifying that no permanent or metastable change occur in the sample. The reversible
changes in both the PL emission energy and profile are consistent with the reversible structural
modifications observed in Raman and FTIR spectroscopy. The cause of the reduction in the postcompression PL intensity is not fully known, but it is likely that a pressure-induced thinning of the
crystal played a large role in the reduction of intensity.
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Figure 3.15: PL of CMA2 PbI4 before and after compression.

3.3.4

UV-Vis Absorption

UV-Vis absorption measurements shown in Figure 3.16 demonstrate a continuous redshift in the
absorption edge of CMA2 PbI4 during compression, which can be seen visually through optical
images of transmission of white light. At atmospheric pressure the crystal is a yellow colour with
a slight orange hue. Compression from 0 GPa to 3 GPa shows a change of colour to an orange
colour. Further compression to 8 GPa shows a change to a red shade and even further compression
to 13 GPa shows a darker red color. Upon decompression, the crystal’s colour monotonically shifts
towards a shorter wavelength colour. Near atmospheric pressure, the colour is yellow and upon full
decompression to atmospheric pressure, the crystal regains its initial yellow colour with an orange
hue.

Tauc plots of UV-Vis absorption at atmospheric pressure showed a direct bandgap of 2.33 eV, in
very good agreement with that reported by Wei et al., thus increasing the strength of their report in
contrast to the bandgap of 2.62 eV given by Jia et al. and the indirect bandgap of 2.22 eV given by
Li et al. [13, 15–17]. The bandgap, which was found to be direct for all pressures, narrowed upon
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compression, for which the rate of narrowing with pressure was slower at higher pressures due
to increased amorphization. The decrease of bandgap energy at higher pressure, which continues
during amorphization, can be attributed to insufficient deformation in the organic spacers forcing
the inorganic lead-iodide octahedra to deform such that their bond lengths decrease and/or angles
increase [3, 22, 26, 27]. The relatively invariant bandgap at higher pressure has also been seen
in similar 2D HOIPs and is attributed to amorphization [28–30]. The effect of pressure on the
bandgap of 2D HOIPs in the amorphous phase does not follow a simple trend as complicated
structural factors such as deformation, stress, and strain may contribute with different extent.

Figure 3.16: UV-Vis absorption at HP. Top) optical transmission images during compression (0, 2.6, 7.8,
and 12.6 GPa) and decompression (0.7 and 0 GPa), left) absorbance at various pressures, and right) bandgap
as a function of pressure with a Tauc plot at 7.8 GPa in inset. Computational results of the bandgap will be
discussed later.

A significant monotonic increase in the bandgap energy during decompression was observed through
UV-Vis absorption measurements. The highest measured bandgap was 2.65 eV near ambient pressure, e.g., at 0.7 GPa. Upon decompression to atmospheric, the bandgap returned to its original
value, signifying that the modifications to the electronic structure are reversible and that the increase in bandgap may be due to hysteresis. The reversible pressure-induced modifications of the
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bandgap are consistent with the excitonic behavior observed in PL measurements and the structural
modifications observed in Raman and FTIR spectra.

3.3.5

Comparison with Computational Results

To further understand the pressure-induced modifications of the crystal and electronic structures
of CMA2 PbI4 , computational work was performed to obtain theoretical lattice parameters (Figure
3.17) along with theoretical band structure and density of states (DOS) (Figure 3.18). The a parameter was calculated to be less compressible than the results of the LeBail refinements, whereas
the b and c parameters were calculated to be more compressible than the results of the LeBail
refinements. Considering that the calculations assumed a single crystal structure and space group
throughout the compression, it is unsurprising that the b paramter decreases montonically. The
computations do, however, predict an increase in the c parameter near 2 GPa, which is interesting
given the assumptions made in the calculations. A similar increase in the c parameter was seen
during the phase transition near 1.5 GPa. The bulk modulus was calculated to be 8.9 GPa up to 3
GPa, which is 25% smaller than that of phase II and 70% smaller than that of phase III. Given that
the calculations assume no phase transitions, the computational bulk modulus is representative of
phase I. A higher compressibility is thus expected in phase I than the other phases.
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Figure 3.17: Experimental and computational lattice parameters and volume. Top left) Volume with lines
showing the Birch-Murnaghan EOSs from phases II and III, phase III’s EOS was extrapolated to 5 GPa
for comparison with computational. Top right) a parameter, bottom left) b parameter, and bottom right) c
parameter.

Moreover, the computational bandgap at atmospheric pressure (2.259 eV) is in good agreement
with the experimental bandgap at atmospheric pressure (2.33 eV). The calculations show that the
DOS is consistent with other lead-halide perovskites for which the valence band is given by the I
5p and Pb 6s orbitals but dominated by the I 5p states, and the conduction band is mainly from Pb
6p states. It can be seen that the experimental bandgap is higher than the calculated bandgap for
all pressures (Figure 3.16). However, it is in good agreement at lower pressures. The bandgaps
diverge at pressures above 5 GPa, as the sample becomes amorphous, but the computations are
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based on the condition that CMA2 PbI4 remains crystalline even at high pressures. As a result, the
calculations below 5 GPa are of significant value. Figure 3.18 shows that the band structures are
similar for all 3 pressures with no transition to an indirect bandgap, which is in agreement with
experimental results.

Figure 3.18: Computational results for band structure (main pannel) and DOS (side pannel) for CMA2 PbI4
at top) 0 GPa, bottom left) 3 GPa, and bottom right) 5 GPa.

3.3.6

Significance of Results

Spectroscopic measurements, together with diffraction analysis, ambiguously identified pressureinduced structural modifications until amorphization. However, the optical properties of CMA
show pressure-induced monotonic and continuous changes across the proposed phase boundaries.
Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the nature of the structural modifications and
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correlations of pressure-tuned structures and optical properties of CMA2 PbI4 .

The first possible structural change identified by diffraction measurements upon slight compression
to very low pressures (<0.3 GPa) is characterized by a subtle expansion of the crystal lattice along
the c-axis but a volume reduction of the overall unit cell. By examining the computationally
optimized crystal structure at 0.5 GPa, it was found that the pressure-induced lateral tilting of
the highly flexible cyclohexane ring along the c-axis may enhance the stacking efficiency while
slightly expanding the c-axis (Figure 3.19). The space group symmetry is unchanged by such
modifications, the phase transition is thus isostructural in nature as confirmed by the similar lattice
profile in Raman and FTIR measurements (section 3.3.1). Furthermore, the HN · · · I bonds are
unaffected by this tilting, thus the vibrational properties of the molecule are unaffected by the
tilting.

The most interesting observation is the negative linear compressibility observed along the b-axis in
Phase III, which has not been reported in any other 2D HOIPs. The most plausible interpretation
can again be based on the molecular orientation, stacking pattern, and most importantly, the super
softness of the organic CMA spacer. In particular, since the a-axis is most compresible due to
spacer packing orientation and the c-axis exhibits a normal contraction, the most plausible response
upon compression that may slightly expand the b-axis would be the rotation of the cyclohexane
rings along the a-axis, enhancing the space filling efficiency without disrupting the crystal lattice
(Figure 3.19). Such rotation is only possible if the ring is flexible. As a result, negative linear
compressibility is not observed in the PMA or PEA based perovskites as they contain rigid phenyl
rings. The flexibility and softness of the cyclohexane ring can also facilitate the modulation of
the HN · · · I bonds on the NH3 groups. At 0.5 GPa, the shortest HN − I distances were found on
two of the three HN atoms, each donating H to an I atom on the PbI6 polyhedron that is 2.533 Å
and 2.626 Å away, respectively. These two distances are only slightly different, which results in
nearly degenerate N-H vibrational frequencies. The compression resulted in rotation of the ring,
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which necessarily changes the two HN − I distances in opposite directions. As a result, the HN − I
distance that is originally 2.533 Å may be further shortened, but the other will be further enlarged.
Accordingly, the nearly degenerate NH3 vibrational frequencies split, as seen in the 1.5 GPa Raman
and IR spectra (Figures 3.4 and 3.7). Such structural modification is again isostructural in nature,
where the space group symmetry is maintained, but the change in lattice dimension results in
modified molecular interactions involving the organic spacer.

Figure 3.19: Pressure-induced structural modifications of the cyclohexane rings within the CMA2 PbI4 crystal structure. Top left) tilting of the cyclohexane rings, top right) rotation of the cyclohexane rings viewed
along the c-axis, and bottom) rotation of the cyclohexane rings viewed along the a-axis.
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Understanding the correlation between compressibility and optoelectronic properties can provide
important guidance in designing functional 2D HOIP materials for perovskite solar cell applications. So far, the most extensively studied RP type 2D HOIPs involve rigid phenyl ring spacers
such as in PMA2 PbI4 and PEA2 PbI4 [22, 23]. CMA2 PbI4 is the first RP type 2D HOIP with flexible cyclohexane rings as the spacer studied at HP. Unsurprisingly, the soft spacer resulted in the
largest compressibility observed in 2D HOIPs to be in CMA2 PbI4 (B0 = 11.5 GPa) as opposed to
PMA2 PbI4 (B0 = 21.2 GPa) and PEA2 PbI4 (B0 = 26.8 GPa) [22, 23]. However, the structural origins of the corresponding change of the bandgap remained to be understood. The most rigid spacer
(PMA) exhibits the largest bandgap narrowing 2.15 eV to 1.26 eV (over 40% reduction) upon compression, whereas the bandgap of PEA2 PbI4 (less rigid than PMA, which has an additional CH2
group) reduces from 2.26 eV to 1.83 eV from 0 to 5.8 GPa and then changed to a larger indirect
bandgap at higher pressures. In contrast, CMA2 PbI4 shows the slowest, and monotonic, reduction
of bandgap from 2.35 eV to 1.88 eV and remains direct in the amorphous phase. To understand
these differences, we first examined the hydrogen bond interactions. It was reported that the hydrogen bond interactions played a major role in the distortion of PbI6 octahedra of PMA2 PbI4 . which
leads to a bandgap reduction. However, hydrogen bond interactions is universal in all 2D HOIPs
and that in PEA2 PbI4 is even stronger with its closest H-I distance of 2.28 Å compared to that in
PMA2 PbI4 , which is 2.83 Å. The H-I distance found in CMA2 PbI4 is 2.5-2.6 Å. Therefore, the
bandgap reduction in CMA2 PbI4 is less likely influenced by hydrogen bond interactions directly.
The computationally optimized crystal structures of CMA2 PbI4 at different pressures suggest that
no significant changes occur in bond angles in either the PbI6 octehedra nor the Pb-I-Pb angle
between adjacent octehedras (roughly 152◦ ) upon compression. The only change was found to be
in the Pb-I bond lengths (Figure 3.20) upon compression, indicating that there is no distortion or
tilting of the PbI6 octahedra in the presence of the supersoft CMA spacer. This analysis provides a
general and useful guidance that the optoelectronic properties of 2D HOIPs with very soft spacers
are predominantly determined by the inorganic 2D layers while the organic spacers modulate the
pressure-tuned optoelectronic properties without disruptive changes of the perovskite lattice, and
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thus likely always bring reversible structural modifications.

Figure 3.20: Computational Pb-I bond lengths at HP.

3.4

Conclusion

We report the first HP study on CMA2 PbI4 , an RP type HOIP with an organic spacer containing
a flexible, soft cyclohexane ring. By using vibrational spectroscopy, XRD, PL, and UV-Vis absorption, we have identified the presence of 2 phase transitions at HP, the first below 0.3 GPa and
the second around 1.3 GPa. Amorphization was observed upon further compression. Hydrogen
bonding between the hydrogens on the NH3+ group and iodine was found to be the mechanism
of interaction between the CMA+ molecules and PbI6 octahedra. Strong anisotropic compression
and a rare negative linear compressibility were observed through XRD. It was also found that the
compressibility of the perovskite is among the highest within the 2D lead halide HOIP family. The
PL intensity was shown to increase 10 fold upon compression to 0.8 GPa and decrease intensity
upon further compression. The PL peak was shown to split during the transition to phase III and
completely quench around 9 GPa. UV-Vis absorption showed a direct bandgap for all pressures
and a reduction from 2.33 eV at atmospheric pressure to 1.88 eV at 15.2 GPa. It was shown that
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the bandgap increases upon decompression through hysterisis, with 2.65 eV as the highest bandgap
obtained. It was found in all measurements that decompression to atmospheric returned the same
properties as before compression, showing no signs of irreversible or metastable to atmospheric
changes. These results were used to conclude that the high degree of anisotropic compression
and the negative linear compressibility were a result of the high softness of the cyclohexane ring,
which enabled significant tilting and rotation of the CMA spacers. In addition, the high softness
of the CMA spacer was shown to induce little deformation onto the PbI6 octahedra such that the
pressure-induced modifications of the optoelectronic properties of CMA2 PbI4 are a result of the
reduction of Pb-I bond lengths, especailly the equatorial Pb-I bonds.
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Chapter 4
Effects of High Pressure on the Structure of
DPDAPbI4
4.1

Introduction

Recently, perovskites have received lots of attention for their potential use in electronic devices
such as solar cells. The efficiency of solar cells depends on the optoelectronic properties of their
photovoltaics. For perovskites, the optoelectronic properties depend on the structure and composition of the perovskite. The high complexity of perovskites generates many degrees of freedom
to modify the properties of the perovskite. In particular, the organic spacer in 2D hybrid organicinorganic perovskites (HOIP) is a degree of freedom which has received great attention in recent
times [1–3]. The organic spacer’s composition and structure are extremely important in determining the stability and properties of the 2D HOIP. For example, Zhang et al. report a photoluminescence (PL) emission at 522 nm for 2-cyclohexylethanamine lead iodide and a PL emission at 454
nm for myrtanylamine lead iodide [1, 4–7]. Typically, 2D HOIPs follow the (A0 )m (A)n−1 Bn X3n+1
chemical formula with m = 1 for divalent A0 spacers (Dion-Jacobson (DJ)) and m = 2 for monovalent A0 spacers (Ruddlesden-Popper (RP)) [1–4]. Trivalent spacers are unlikely to form 2D HOIPs
due to poor charge balancing. Instead, lower dimensional perovskites are formed [1]. In addition
to charge, the spacer’s shape must be considered. Three shapes are possible: (i) linear spacers, (ii)
branched spacers, and (iii) ring spacers. Linear spacers are the most flexible, whereas ring spacers
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are the least flexible as the ring’s displacement is restricted [1]. Furthermore, the size of the ring
spacer is limited by stability as the size of the octahedra must be significantly larger than the ring
diameter. As a result, only rings containing 3-6 carbon atoms may form 2D RP HOIPs [1, 8].
Given that the organic spacers are much softer than the inorganic lattice, they act as a spring which
absorbs most of the compression energy during compression, thus reducing octahedral rotation
and distortion [2]. As a result, stronger structural modifications to the inorganic octahedra leading
to more pronounced modifications to the optoelectronic properties are expected for bulkier and
stiffer spacers. For example, Kong et al. demonstrated that (3AMP)PbI4 , a 2D DJ HOIP with a
bulky organic ring spacer, undergoes an irreversible increase in bandgap energy from 2.1 eV to 2.5
eV following decompression from 52 GPa. In addition, (3AMP)PbI4 has an impressive bandgap
reduction from 2.1 eV to 1.64 eV within the first 5 GPa of compression [9].

Among all DJ type 2D HOIPs, DPDAPbI4 is of high interest for high pressure (HP) application
due to the rigidity of its asymmetric N,N-dimethylphenylene-p-diammonium (C8 H14 N2 ) spacer
being at the limit of what is tolerated in 2D PbI4 perovskites, as seen by the ability to obtain a 1D
perovskite by changing the reagent stoichiometry during synthesis. In addition, the DPDA spacer
is inserted deep into the pockets formed by the PbI6 octahedra, much more than the average 2D
HOIP. Such high rigidity in the spacer and such a deep insertion of the spacer into the octahedra’s
pockets cause a large amount of distortion in the lead iodide octahedra, which are thus subject to
substantial structural tuning under HP conditions [10].

DPDAPbI4 , which has a space group of P21 /n (Figure 4.1) with an anisotropic structure (Table
4.1), was first synthesized by Hautzinger et al. in 2017 [10]. The organic DPDA spacer is made
of a ring of carbon and hydrogen with two ligands attached at opposite ends. The shorter ligand
is simply NH3+ , whereas the longer ligand is an NH + ion with 2 CH3 bonded to the nitrogen.
Hydrogen bonding between the organic spacers and the inorganic octahedra is universally observed
in HOIPs and is well known to play an important role in determining the structural properties of
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the octahedra. For 2D HOIPs with ring spacers, H bonding typically involves H atoms on ligands.
However, Hautzinger et al. propose HC · · · I bonding involving H atoms in the ring [10, 11].
The potential hydrogen bonding between the ring and iodine involves the hydrogens on the C5,
C7, and C8 atoms and the closest iodines (Figure 4.2), for which the bond lengths and angles at
atmospheric pressure are shown in Table 4.2 [10].

Figure 4.1: a) Schematic of DPDA. b) Crystal strutcture of DPDAPbI4 viewed along the a direction. c)
Crystal structure of DPDAPbI4 viewed from the b direction.

Table 4.1: Lattice parameters of DPDAPbI4 at atmospheric pressure [10].

Parameter
Space group
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
β (◦ )
V (Å3 )
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DPDAPbI4
P21 /n
100(1)
6.417(2)
12.601(3)
21.734(5)
96.832(7)
1744.9(8)

Figure 4.2: Labelling of carbon atoms in DPDA.

Table 4.2: Potential hydrogen bonds between the ring hydrogens and iodines in the PbI6 octahedra [10].

Relevant carbon atom
C5
C7
C8

HC · · · I bond length (Å)
3.0318(7)
3.0634(7)
3.0434(6)

C − HC − I bond angle (◦ )
135.440(155)
168.738(153)
169.722(154)

The Pb-I-Pb bond angles in DPDAPbI4 are 167◦ and 177◦ , which are, along with the 166◦ and
177◦ angles in DPDAPbBr4 , uniquely close to the ideal 180◦ [10]. A schematic of the Pb-I-Pb
bond angles is shown in Figure 4.3. The larger bond angles are caused by the deep insertion of
DPDA into the pockets of the PbI6 octahedral structure. The smaller NH3+ group’s plane has a
distance of -1.110(2) Å from the iodide plane, which is a much deeper insertion than the limit
of -0.7 Å, in which the bond angle decreases for higher penetration. It is expected that further
penetration beyond the -0.7 Å limit causes an increase in distance between the hydrogen and the
iodine, making a weaker hydrogen bonding, which increases the Pb-I-Pb bond angles [10, 12].
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Figure 4.3: Pb-I-Pb bond angles in DPDAPbI4 , where Pb atoms are in grey and I atoms in pink [10].

The increased bond angles in the semiconducting lead-iodide octahedra lead to a lower conduction
band energy due to higher orbital overlap, which lowers the exciton energy. The high rigidity of
DPDA causes high distortion in the PbI6 octahedra, which also affects the excitonic absorption [2,
3, 10, 12]. Photoluminescence shows emission from free excitons at 537 nm at ambient temperature (Figure 4.4). Decreasing the temperature shows an increase in intensity as well as the onset of
self-trapped excitons (STE) through a broad lower energy peak. Such a broad redshifted peak from
STEs at low temperatures is seen in lead bromide 2D perovskites but has not yet been observed in
lead iodide 2D perovskites. Given the strong correlation between emission from STEs and octahedral distortion, it is not surprising that this emission is seen at low temperatures in DPDAPbI4
[10, 13]. Calculated density of states (DOS) for DPDAPbI4 (Figure 4.5) shows that the valence
band maximum (VBM) is mainly from the iodine and the conduction band minimum (CBM) from
lead-iodide bonds. The near-edge conduction band also has contributions from the DPDA spacer
[10].
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Figure 4.4: Left) Absorbance (line) and PL (scatter) showing exciton behavior at atmospheric pressure and
ambient temperature for DPDAPbI4 . Right) PL of DPDAPbI4 at atmospheric pressure and low temperatures showing the behavior of the free exciton peak and the onset of STEs at low temperature. Taken from
[10].

Figure 4.5: DOS for DPDAPbI4 at atmospheric pressure [10].

Applications of DPDAPbI4 in solar cells and other optoelectronic devices are still being investigated, but the high rigidity of the DPDA spacer, along with the uniquely deep insertion of DPDA
into the pockets made by the PbI6 octahedra, make DPDAPbI4 a perovskite of great interest for
structural modifications and investigation of the corresponding change in optoelectronic properties. Studying DPDAPbI4 at HP will give valuable insight into how the PbI6 octahedra behave at
HP with a highly rigid spacer, as well as how such a deep insertion of NH3+ changes the interaction
between it and the iodine. In addition, given that DPDA is at the limit of what is tolerated by 2D
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PbI4 perovskites, it is possible that its behavior at HP gives insight into a limit of properties of 2D
PbI4 perovskites at HP.

In this chapter, the pressure-induced structural modifications of DPDAPbI4 at HP were characterized through vibrational studies and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Raman spectroscopy and Fouriertransform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy were used in tandem to provide critical information about
a phase transition, hydrogen bonding between the DPDA and the iodine in the inorganic octahedra,
and structural modifications within the DPDA spacer. X-ray diffraction was performed to confirm
the phase transition and characterize the compressibility of the material. This work represents the
first HP study on DPDA-based perovskites.

4.2

Experimental Details

The synthesis of the material follows the method presented by Hautzinger et al. [10]. Briefly, it
can be done by dissolving lead acetate trihydrate in HI and H3 PO4 while also dissolving N,Ndimethylene-p-diamine in ethanol. This is followed by adding the acid solution into the DPDA
and ethanol mixture. A red-orange HI powder is then obtained by sonicating. Following this,
the precipitate is filtered and washed with diethyl ether. Purification of the precipitate is then
performed by dissoliving in HI and H3 PO4 . Half of the solution is then evaporated, the rest is left
to cool on the hot plate unperturbed. Extra steps can be taken to obtain large crystals or thin films
[10].

DPDAPbI4 is highly sensitive to light, which resulted in the modification of the sample loading
for Raman spectroscopy. The pump laser (λ = 473 nm) in the ruby fluorescence system was found
to damage the sample. Typically, laser-induced damage can be mitigated if the damage is localized
and measurements can be done on unaffected parts of the sample. However, the laser-induced
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damage caused a significant decrease in ruby fluorescence intensity. The ruby fluorescence became
impossible to measure rather quickly. It is likely that the damaged sample has strong absorption
of 473 nm light or ∼700 nm light, which would cause low transmission of incident photons or
emitted photons, respectively. As a result, a thin KBr layer was used to isolate the ruby from the
DPDAPbI4 powder. All other experimental methods followed those covered in chapter 2. The
Raman spectra are unaffected other than its intensity being decreased. As presented in section
2.2.3, FTIR measurements already require a KBr layer. As a result, FTIR measurements were
unaffected by laser-induced damage.

Raman spectroscopy measurements followed the methods of sections 2.2 and 2.3.1, with the thin
layer of KBr being the only exception. Given the large luminescence from DPDAPbI4 , a long
excitation wavelength (λ = 780 nm) was used. No pressure transmitting medium (PTM) was
used as DPDAPbI4 was found to be soft enough to not require a PTM at the pressures of interest.
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy measurements followed the methods portrayed in sections
2.2 and 2.3.2. X-ray diffraction measurements followed the methods described in sections 2.2 and
2.4. Diffraction measurements (λ = 0.62 Å) were remotely done at the 16-BMD beamline at the
Advanced Photon Source with the help of Dr. Guoyin Shen. DPDAPbI4 was loaded with silicone
oil as PTM and gold for pressure measurements. Diffractograms were integrated with Dioptas.
The resulting XRD patterns were analyzed with LeBail refinements in GSAS II [14].

4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1

Vibrational Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy and FTIR spectroscopy were used to measure vibrational modes within the
DPDA spacer to characterize structural modifications and possible phase changes. Many vibra-
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tional modes are observed with these techniques. The focus of this work will be on the vibrational
modes that demonstrate particularly interesting pressure-induced modifications. The Raman and
FTIR spectra of DPDAPbI4 at atmospheric pressure are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Vibrational spectroscopy spectra at atmospheric pressur. Left) Raman spectrum and right) FTIR
spectrum.

Vibrational modes observed through Raman and FTIR spectroscopy were assigned with the help
of calculations of DPDA in its vapor phase in vacuum and comparing it with the experimental 0
GPa spectra. The assignment of the characteristic peaks is shown in Table 4.3, and the schematics
showing these vibrational modes are shown in Figure 4.7.

Table 4.3: Peak assignment of relevant peaks in DPDA.

Caculated (cm−1 )
450
551
845
1329
1353
1509
1535

Raman (cm−1 )
404

FTIR (cm−1 )
534
822
1306
1322
1430
1459
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Assignment
N-CH3 scissoring
Ring bending
Ring CH puckering
Ring breathing I
Ring breathing II
CH3 -NH rocking
NH3 bending

Figure 4.7: Schematics of relevant vibrational modes in DPDA. A) NH3 bending mode, b) CH3 − NH
rocking mode, c) N − CH3 scissoring mode, d) ring breathing mode I, e) ring breathing mode II, f) ring
bending mode, and g) CH puckering mode.

The IR mode at 1460 cm−1 associated with the NH3 bending mode shows a pressure-induced
redshift (Figure 4.8). This indicates HN · · · I bonding involving the shorter NH3+ ligand and iodine.
Such HN · · · I bonding has been observed in other 2D HOIPs such as PMA2 PbI4 [11]. Moreover,
H · · · I bonding was also observed to occur on the longer C2 H7 N ligand as the CH3 − NH rocking
mode was observed to redshift upon compression (Figure 4.8). Given that the H −I atomic distance
is significantly shorter for the HN atoms compared to the HC atoms (2.487 Å for HN and over 3.15
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Å for all HC ) and the higher electronegativity of N compared to C (3.04 vs. 2.55), we deduce that
the HN ···I bonds are significantly stronger than the HC ···I bonds. As a result, the pressure-induced
redshift is likely attributed to the single NH group as opposed to the 2 CH3 groups.

Figure 4.8: FTIR spectra of the CH3 -NH rocking and NH3 bending modes. Left) spectra during compression and right) frequency of the CH3 -NH rocking mode (black squares) and the NH3 bending mode (red
traingles) as a function of pressure.

More interestingly, H · · · I bonding is also proposed to occur with the organic ring. The observed
blueshift of both ring breathing modes (Figure 4.9) until 2 GPa is attributed to a reduction in the
cross-sectional area of the carbon ring, which may be enhanced by HC · · · I bonding involving
the HC5 , HC7 , and HC8 atoms causing enhanced C-C and C=C bonds involving the C5, C7, and C8
atoms. The ring breathing I mode has strong C5 and C7 displacement, whereas the ring breathing II
mode has strong C4 and C8 displacement. Thus, the lack of HC4 · · · I bonding decreases this effect
for the ring breathing II mode, resulting in a larger slope for the breathing mode I (3.72±0.26
cm−1 /GPa vs. 2.02±0.13 cm−1 /GPa). Furthermore, the out-of-plane vibrational modes of the
DPDA ring were found to be restricted due to HC · · · I bonding through a lack of blueshift in
the ring bending mode (Figure 4.10) and a redshift in the ring CH puckering mode (Figure 4.11).
Given the large hydrogen displacement of the HC5 , HC7 , and HC8 atoms for these vibrational modes,
the vibrational frequency of the bending and puckering modes are likely reduced due to HC · · · I
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bonding.

Figure 4.9: FTIR spectra of the two ring breathing modes at HP. Left) spectra during compression and right)
frequency as a function of pressure of the breathing mode I (black squares) and breathing mode II (red
triangles).

Figure 4.10: FTIR spectra of the ring bending mode. Left) spectra during compression and right) frequency
as a function of pressure.
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Figure 4.11: FTIR spectra of the ring CH puckering mode. Left) spectra during compression and right)
frequency as a function of pressure.

Moreover, a phase transition was identified at 2 GPa based on the peak splitting observed in the
Raman spectra of the N-CH3 scissoring mode (Figure 4.12). The splitting initially appears as peak
broadening in the 2.6 GPa spectrum as the resulting doublet is unresolvable. The 2 peaks become
resolvable above 3.5 GPa, confirming the phase transition-induced peak splitting. The doublet
likely occured from a phase transition-induced change in a HC · · · I bond on the long ligand which
was degenerate with another HC · · · I bond in the lower presure phase. The presence of a phase
transition is further evidenced through the abrupt change of slope in the vibrational frequency vs.
pressure relationships of the ring breathing I and ring bending modes, which may be due to a
change of HC · · · I bonding or structural modifications within the DPDA ring.

Furthermore, compression beyond 5 GPa leads to amorphization of the DPDA molecules. Upon
decompression, the IR spectra (Figure 4.13) shows a recrystalization of DPDAPbI4 towards its
pre-compression structure, indicating no irreversible nor metastable changes.
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Figure 4.12: Raman spectra of the N-CH3 scissoring mode at HP. Left) spectra during compression and
right) Raman shift as a function of pressure.

Figure 4.13: FTIR spectra before and after compression of DPDAPbI4 .
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4.3.2

X-Ray Diffraction

In situ XRD was used to confirm and characterize the pressure-induced structural modification of
DPDAPbI4 at HP. The lattice parameters were initally obtained through refinement of diffraction
patterns near ambient pressure and compared with those from literature, as shown in Table 4.4.
The DPDAPbI4 lattice is characterized by an anisotropic structure as the c parameter is roughly
3.4 times larger than the a parameter, and the b parameter is nearly twice as large as the a parameter.
The large c parameter originates from the specific stacking orientation and the b parameter’s length
doubling that of the a parameter origniates from the alternating DPDA spacer orientation, as shown
in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.4: Lattice parameters of DPDAPbI4 at 100 K from Hautzinger et al. [10].

Parameters
Space group
T (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
β (◦ )
V (Å3 )

Hautzinger et al. [10]
P21 /n
100(1)
6.417(2)
12.601(3)
21.734(5)
96.832(7)
1744.9(8)

This work
P21 /n
300
6.446(22)
12.65(4)
21.82(9)
96.96(5)
1766(17)

A change in the compression trend is observed between 1.5 GPa and 2 GPa, as seen by the 021
and 002 peaks (Figure 4.14), for which the slopes change from -0.12 Å/GPa to -0.06 Å/GPa and
from -0.36 Å/GPa to -0.13 Å/GPa, respectively, demonstrating a possible phase transtion, which
is consistent with vibrational spectroscopy results. However, a lack of noticeable changes in the
diffractograms such as new peaks, splitting of peaks or significant changes in relative intensities
is observed (Figure 4.15). Therefore, an isostructural phase transition similar to those that have
already been reported in other 2D HOIPs at HP is suggested [11, 15].
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Figure 4.14: Compression trend of d-spacing for the left) 021 plane and right) 002 plane.

Figure 4.15: DPDAPbI4 XRD diffractograms at HP.

To further understand the structural modifications of DPDAPbI4 , LeBail refinements were used
to obtain the lattice paramters at HP (Figure 4.16). The refined lattice parameters of DPDAPbI4
at HP (Figure 4.17 and Table 4.5) demonstrate an anisotropic compression as the c parameter’s
compressibility is higher than those of the a and b parameters, which results from the sandwich
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structure fabricated by the rigid inorganic octahedra and softer organic spacers.

Figure 4.16: LeBail refinements for DPDAPbI4 at HP. Top) 0.6 GPa and bottom) 3.7 GPa.
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Figure 4.17: Normalized lattice parameters of DPDAPbI4 at HP obtained through LeBail refinements.

Table 4.5: Lattice parameters of DPDAPbI4 at HP obtained through LeBail refinements.

Pressure (GPa)
0
0.17
0.34
0.42
0.51
0.55
0.63
0.76
0.78
0.93
1.10
1.31
1.56
1.64
1.81
1.89
2.35
2.90
3.63
4.02
4.52
0

a (Å)
6.44(2)
6.4344(4)
6.4263(5)
6.4102(7)
6.4012(5)
6.3909(5)
6.3839(7)
6.3762(5)
6.3643(5)
6.3527(7)
6.3347(8)
6.3150(9)
6.2790(7)
6.2720(6)
6.2717(5)
6.2652(4)
6.27(8)
6.24(8)
6.184(1)
6.16(5)
6.1450(1)
6.462(1)

b (Å)
12.65(4)
12.6393(6)
12.6110(8)
12.591(1)
12.5796(9)
12.5730(7)
12.562(1)
12.5453(8)
12.5242(8)
12.503(1)
12.479(1)
12.431(1)
12.377(2)
12.349(2)
12.326(1)
12.319(1)
12.3(1)
12.3(1)
12.280(3)
12.31(9)
12.34(3)
12.695(3)
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c (Å)
21.82(9)
21.710(3)
21.609(4)
21.514(5)
21.441(4)
21.402(3)
21.289(5)
21.225(4)
21.164(4)
21.031(5)
20.892(5)
20.796(5)
20.558(4)
20.484(4)
20.452(3)
20.400(3)
20.4(6)
20.3(6)
19.825(6)
19.7(2)
19.647(6)
21.913(7)

β (◦ )
96.96(5)
96.587(5)
96.405(7)
96.19(1)
95.950(8)
95.873(7)
95.71(1)
95.558(8)
95.448(8)
95.18(1)
94.78(1)
94.48(1)
94.01(1)
93.80(1)
93.800(9)
93.559(9)
93.7(6)
93.2(3)
93.74(1)
93.77(6)
93.66(2)
97.06(2)

V (Å3 )
1770(2)
1753.9(2)
1740.3(3)
1726.3(3)
1717.2(3)
1710.7(2)
1698.9(3)
1689.8(2)
1679.3(3)
1663.5(4)
1645.8(4)
1627.6(3)
1593.8(3)
1583.0(3)
1577.6(3)
1571.4(3)
1570(40)
1550(40)
1502.3(7)
1490(40)
1487.3(4)
1783.9(7)

To obtain further insights into the compressibility of DPDAPbI4 , a second order Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state (EOS) were fit to both phases (Figure 4.18), which resulted in V0 = 1784.5 Å3
and K0 = 11.3 GPa for phase I and V0 = 1716.6 Å3 and K0 = 22.2 GPa for phase II. The results of
the refinements show a surprisingly soft DPDAPbI4 lattice. A comparision of the bulk modulus of
PbI4 perovskites with organic ring spacers is shown in Table 4.6. Given that the rigidity of DPDA
is at the limit of what is acceptable for 2D perovskites, a higher bulk modulus would have been
expected. The small difference (<1 GPa) between the bulk moduli of the PbI4 perovskite with the
softest organic ring spacer (CMA2 PbI4 ) and DPDAPbI4 demonstrates very well that the softness
of the ring spacer is insufficient to determine the compressibility of the perovskite. In addition, the
Van der Waals gap in RP perovskites can lead one to expect them to be more compressible than
DJ perovskites [16]. However, the bulk modulus of DPDAPbI4 relative to the RP PbI4 perovskites
with organic ring spacers demonstrates that the type of perovskite (DJ or RP) may only induce
a minimal increase to the bulk modulus of lead iodide 2D HOIPs, which is in agreement with
Muscarella et al.’s low pressure study [16].

Figure 4.18: Fitting of the second order Birch-Murnaghan EOS for both phase I and phase II.
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Table 4.6: Lowest bulk modulus for PbI4 perovskites with organic ring spacers.

Spacer
PEA2
PMA2
CMA2
DPDA

Lowest bulk modulus (GPa)
26.8
21.2
11.5
11.3

Pressure range (GPa)
0-7
1.6 - 7.7
< 0.3 - 1.5
0-2

Reference
[17]
[11]
This work
This work

As can be seen in Figure 4.15, a broadening of diffraction peaks and a decrease in peak intensities begins around 5 GPa, signifying the onset of amorphization. The 002 peak (3.25◦ ) splits
at roughly 6 GPa, signifying pressure-induced structural modifications. The lower angle diffraction peak shifts towards lower angles, meaning that the corresponding d-spacing increases during
compression, which may be from different compression in different layers. Upon decompression
to atmospheric pressure, DPDAPbI4 recrystallizes to its pre-compression structure (Figure 4.19),
which signifies that no irreversible or metastable changes occur to the crystal structure upon compression and decompression. This is consistent with FTIR spectroscopy measurements, which also
showed no irreversible or metastable changes.
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Figure 4.19: Diffraction patterns of DPDAPbI4 at atmospheric pressure before (black) and after (red) compression.

4.4

Conclusion

We report the first HP study on DPDAPbI4 , a DJ type 2D HOIP with a very rigid organic ring
spacer. By using vibrational spectroscopy and XRD, we identified the presence of an isostructural
phase transition near 2 GPa in DPDAPbI4 and amorphization at pressures above 6 GPa. Significant
HN · · · I bonding was found to occur on both ligands. The presence of HC · · · I was shown to occur
with 3 of the carbon atoms in the organic ring, but their effect on the inorganic lattice is expected
to be inferior to that of the HN · · · I bonds. Anisotropic compression was observed through XRD.
The compressibility of the perovskite was found to be similar to those of the softest lead-iodide
2D HOIPs. These results were used to conclude that the softness of the organic ring spacer is not a
dominant factor to determine the compressibility of perovskites. Further measurements are being
conducted to measure the pressure-induced modifications of the optoelectronic properties, which
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will contribute to the understanding of the impact of having such a hard spacer at HP.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
5.1

Summary

Two-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP) have received lots of attention for
their use in optoelectronic properties due to their low cost, ease of fabrication, and ease of modification of properties. Pressure has been widely used to modify the properties of a plethora of materials.
In 2D HOIPs, it has been specifically used to reduce the bandgap and to tune the photoluminescence (PL) emission wavelength and intensity. In this work, we demonstrated the effects of high
pressure (HP) on the structures and optoelectronic properties of CMA2 PbI4 , a Ruddlesden-Popper
(RP) type 2D HOIP with a very soft ring spacer, and the structures of DPDAPbI4 , a Dion-Jacobson
(DJ) type 2D HOIP with a highly rigid ring spacer.

In chapter 3, CMA2 PbI4 was investigated at HP by Raman spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), UV-Vis absorption, PL, and first-principle
calculations. A phase transition was observed at low pressures (< 0.3 GPa) in the diffractograms.
Another phase transition was observed at 1.3 GPa in both vibrational spectroscopy methods and
XRD. This phase transition was proposed to be isostructural due to the lack of significant changes
in the HP diffractograms. Amorphization was observed upon compression to pressures above 3
GPa. Phase II was found to have a bulk modulus of 11.5 GPa, which is softer than all other 2D
lead-iodide HOIPs with ring spacers, which likely results from the higher flexibility of the CMA
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ring spacer. Moreover, a negative linear compressibility of the b parameter was observed in phase
III, which was shown to be a result of tilting of the CMA spacers by computational results. Furthermore, pressure-enhanced HN · · · I bonding was observed through measurements with both
vibrational spectroscopy techniques. Photoluminescence measurements showed a 10-fold increase
in intensity upon compression to 0.8 GPa. A peak splitting was observed in phase III. Both observed peaks redshifted upon compression and complete quenching of PL was observed near 9
GPa. UV-Vis absorption measurements demonstrated a bandgap reduction from 2.33 to 1.88 eV
upon compression to 15 GPa. Upon decompression, a monotonic increase in bandgap energy was
observed, with 2.65 eV as the highest bandgap energy near atmospheric pressure. Computational
results, along with experimental vibrational spectroscopy and XRD results, showed little influence
of the CMA spacer upon the lead iodide octahedral structure, resulting in a decrease of Pb-I bond
lengths but no significant changes in the Pb-I-Pb bond angles. The pressure-induced modifications
of CMA2 PbI4 are thus predominantly determined by the lead iodide lattice, which signifies that
CMA-based perovskites will likely always bring reversible structural and optoelectronic modifications.

In chapter 4, DPDAPbI4 was investigated at HP by Raman spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy, and
XRD. Vibrational spectroscopy showed HN · · · I bonding on both ligands, along with HC · · · I
bonding on the ring. Furthermore, a phase transition was observed near 2 GPa in measurements
of all 3 experimental techniques. The lower pressure phase was found to be surprisingly soft with
a bulk modulus of 11.3 GPa. The phase transition was proposed to be isostructural as no observable abrupt changes can be seen in the XRD diffractograms. Amorphization was observed upon
compression to pressures above 5 GPa. Recrystallization was observed upon decompression to
atmospheric pressure. Thus no permanent or metastable modifications are expected in the optoelectronic properties of DPDAPbI4 upon compression.
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5.2

Future Work

Given the understanding of CMA2 PbI4 and DPDAPbI4 acquired throughout this project, further
experiments and computational work should be performed to enhance the knowledge of 2D HOIPs
at HP.

Firstly, HP experiments of CMA-based perovskites with higher n values could be performed and
better understood. It is understood that for CMA2 PbI4 , the CMA spacers have little impact on the
structural modifications of the inorganic lattice. However, it would be of interest to understand if
their impact is enhanced for higher n values. At atmospheric pressure, CMA-based perovskites
with higher n values have lower bandgap energy compared to CMA2 PbI4 , which reduces the required change to their bandgaps to achieve the Shockley-Queisser limit Wei et al. [1, 2].

Secondly, for DPDAPbI4 , HP UV-Vis absorption and PL measurements are required to probe its
optoelectronic properties. It is of high interest as it is expected that the inorganic octahedra will
deform significantly at HP due to the high rigidity of the DPDA spacer, thus leading to large
modifications of its optoelectronic properties. In addition, computational work should also be
carried out to further enhance our understanding of the pressure-induced structural modifications.

Finally, it would be of high interest to also study DPDAPbBr4 at HP. The high rigidity of the DPDA
spacer is again expected to cause significant structural modifications to the inorganic lattice, which
would in turn cause significant modification of optoelectronic properties. Vibrational spectroscopy
and XRD measurements should be carried out to experimentally identify structural modifications
at HP. UV-Vis absorption and PL measurements should be carried out to obtain the optoelectronic
properties at HP.
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